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Today, modern Geotechnical Engineers, who in the past would have considered the
phenomena occurring in the (primarily soil) environment, are faced with developments in
environmental sciences that are becoming more and more detailed and sophisticated, with
the natural phenomena and processes surrounding the civil engineering infrastructure
being modelled, designed, monitored, and assessed in a more holistic way. This Special
Issue aimed to bring together the state of the art in Geotechnics with a focus on sustain-
able design, construction, and monitoring of the performance of geotechnical assets from
ground investigations through foundation and drainage design, to soil stabilization and
reinforcement. Submissions from engineers and scientists working in the fields of green in-
frastructure, nature-based solutions, sustainable drainage, eco-engineering, hydro-geology,
landscape planning, plant science, environmental biology or bio-chemistry, earth sciences,
GIS, and remote sensing were solicited to highlight significant geotechnical components
or applications. Case studies showcasing the application of the sustainable development
principles (e.g., reuse, recycle, reduce; stakeholder engagement; public health; UN Global
Sustainability Goals) in Geotechnics were also welcomed.

This Special Issue was a success in terms of engaging with geotechnical engineers and
researchers worldwide who have keen interest in a wide variety of geotechnical issues and
are willing to share their experience and expertise in application of the sustainable devel-
opment concepts in their work. As a result, in this Special Issue, you will be able to read
about potential sustainable approaches in transportation geotechnics, urban environment
and water resource management.

Attempting to summarize and highlight the points made in this Special Issue, without
spoiling the pleasure of reading the papers for you, I would start with a basic concept
in Geotechnical Engineering—the shear strength of soils—which is the fil rouge which
accompanies the reader through this volume.

Pham and co-authors [1] present a novel hybrid soft computing model using Random
Forest and Particle Swarm Optimization for estimation of undrained shear strength of soil
based on the clay content, moisture content, specific gravity, void ratio, liquid limit, and
plastic limit. Applicable to the whole design range of geotechnical engineering (e.g., founda-
tion design, earth and rock fill dam design, highway and airfield design, stability of slopes
and cuts, and in the design of coastal structures), this model is based on the experimental
results of 127 soil samples from a national highway project in Vietnam, and they were
used to generate datasets for training and validating the model. The results of the model
comparison showed that the proposed hybrid model has a high accuracy in the prediction
of shear strength of soil and is superior to the single RF model without optimization. Thus,
the proposed hybrid model (RF-PSO) can be used for accurate estimation of shear strength,
which can be used for the suitable designing of civil engineering structures.

Without adequate shear strength of the soil, the effects of climate change, combined
with the urbanization and other anthropogenic effects, will adversely affect the stability of
natural and man-made infrastructure, as demonstrated in the study by Bezzera et al. [2],
who used sustainable techniques for mapping landslides in an urban area in Brazil. Land-
slides are part of the natural processes occurring on the Earth’s surface, and their occurrence
is accelerated and triggered by anthropic interference. Inadequate occupation of areas
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highly susceptible to landslide processes is shown to be the principal cause of accidents on
Brazilian urban slopes, especially those occupied by settlements and slums. In their study,
Bezzera and co-workers showed that the existence of areas with steep and densely occupied
slopes makes the entirety of the municipality area susceptible to landslides. In this context,
their study aimed to map the risk of landslides in an urban area using a quali-quantitative
model which applies a multicriteria analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to a Geographic
Information System (GIS), 11 risk indicators were submitted to pairwise comparisons by
10 risk management specialists in order to determine the relative importance (weighting)
for each of these factors as a function of their contribution to the risk. The weightings
obtained were combined to produce the final risk map of the study area, using a map
algebra framework. The results showed that there is an existing critical risk for the resident
population, and to the sustainability in general, primarily related to the possibility of a
landslide, with potentially negative economic, environmental, and mainly social impacts.

To improve the strength of the soil and minimize the risks of such natural disasters,
novel, sustainable materials are needed. Liu and co-workers [3] used calcium sulfoalu-
minate cement (CSA) to stabilize a type of marine soft soil in China. They tested the
unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of CSA-stabilized soil and compared it to ordi-
nary Portland cement (OPC); meanwhile the influence of amounts of gypsum in CSA and
cement contents in stabilized soils on the strength of stabilized soils were investigated.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests were employed to detect generated hydration products, and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted to analyze microstructures of CSA-
stabilized soils. The results of their study, while offering an insight into the micro-structure
of stabilized soils, also showed that UCS of CSA-stabilized soils firstly increased and then
decreased with contents of gypsum increasing from 0 to 40 wt.%, and CSA-stabilized soils
exhibited the highest UCS when the content of gypsum equaled 25 wt.%. Similarly, Cis-
laghi et al. [4] present a case for biodegradable geogrids leading towards more sustainable
materials for geo-environmental engineering. While plastic materials are widely used in
geotechnical engineering, especially as geosynthetics, the use of plastic-based products
involves serious environmental risks caused by their degradation. The research presented
here was focused on biodegradable polymers of natural origin, especially on polylactic
acid (PLA), to reduce the use of plastics. Their study aimed to explore the potentiality
of biopolymers for the production of geogrids, measuring the chemical and mechanical
characteristics of raw materials and of prototype samples, similar to those available on
the market. First, chemical composition and optical purity were determined by hydrogen
nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) and polarimetry. Furthermore, samples of uniaxial
and biaxial geogrids were custom-molded using a professional 3D printer. Mechanical
properties were measured both on the filament and on the prototype geogrids. The results
of this study showed that the maximum tensile resistance for the neat-PLA filament was
smaller than the one for uniaxial prototype geogrids produced with PLA-based polymers
mixed with titanium dioxide. PLA-based materials showed higher tensile properties than
polypropylene (PP), the most common petroleum derivative. Conversely, such biomaterials
seem to be more brittle and have a scarce elongation rate with respect to PP. Nonetheless,
the results of this study are encouraging and can support the use of PLA-based materials
for innovative biodegradable geosynthetics production, especially if used sustainably in
combination with live plants.

However, sustainable materials contributing to the increase in soil strength would
have little value without appropriate planning and design procedures and strategies. On
those lines, Al-Janabi et al. [5] offer a case study for experimental and numerical analysis
for earth-fill dam seepage, while Wallace et al. [6] demonstrate how adopting erosion
control measures can reduce the land required to accommodate temporary and permanent
sustainable drainage measures.

In the former study, earth-fill dams, which are the most common and most economical
type of dam, but also more vulnerable to internal erosion and piping due to seepage
problems, which are the main causes of dam failure, are analyzed in terms of seepage
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using physical, mathematical, and numerical models. The results from the three methods
revealed that both mathematical calculations and the numerical model have a conjectured
seepage line compatible with the observed seepage line in the physical model. However,
when the seepage flow intersected the downstream slope and when piping took place, the
use of numerical modelling to calculate the flow rate became obsolete as it was unable
to calculate the volume of water flow in pipes. This was revealed by the big difference
in results between physical and numerical models in the first physical model, while the
results were compatible in the second physical model when the seepage line stayed within
the body of the dam and low compacted soil was adopted. Numerical seepage analysis for
seven different configurations of an earth-fill dam (four homogenous dams and three zoned
dams) was conducted at normal and maximum water levels to find the most appropriate
configuration among them. This revealed that if a sufficient quantity of silty sand soil is
available around the proposed dam location, a homogenous earth-fill dam with a medium
drain length of 0.5 m thickness is the best design configuration. Otherwise, a zoned earth-fill
dam with a central core and 1:0.5 Horizontal to Vertical ratio (H:V) would be preferable.

In the latter study, Wallace et al. [6] demonstrate the development of a methodological
Framework for estimating temporary drainage capacity to inform land requirements for a
highway construction project in Scotland. Silt pollution generated during major highway
construction projects can prove detrimental to the water environment and the aquatic
species that depend on it. Construction activities can leave many kilometers of exposed
soil susceptible to erosion from surface water runoff, which can result in silt pollution
and degradation of ecologically sensitive watercourses if appropriate mitigation is not
in place. In Scotland, assurances need to be provided during scheme development to
demonstrate that there is sufficient space to accommodate temporary drainage. In response,
a methodological framework has been developed that can be applied before construction
commences to estimate the required capacity of settlement ponds, including runoff and soil
loss volume estimation. The application of the framework as a case-study demonstrated
the potential applicability of the approach and highlighted where further refinements
can be made to increase the robustness for future applications by improving the accuracy
of input parameters to address site-specific conditions. Furthermore, it demonstrated
how adopting erosion control measures can reduce the land required to accommodate
sustainable drainage measures, such as temporary settlement ponds.

Bearing in mind that the geographical spread of the research presented in this Special
Issue includes Asia, South America, and Europe, it is clear that there is solid awareness of
the sustainability in Geotechnical Engineering worldwide, and the geotechnical engineers
and researchers work tirelessly to provide innovative solutions for the infrastructure, which
should resist the effects of climate change and can be applied worldwide. However, to
successfully combat the growing climate change challenges and work towards sustain-
able and healthy communities, geotechnical engineers should embrace the sustainability
approaches (e.g., green infrastructure, nature-based solutions, ground bio-engineering, sus-
tainable drainage; Mickovski [7]) while aiming for the achievement of multiple sustainable
development goals. Ending this Editorial, I would encourage you to browse through this
Special Issue and thank you for continuing support of sustainability in Geotechnics.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Determination of shear strength of soil is very important in civil engineering for foundation
design, earth and rock fill dam design, highway and airfield design, stability of slopes and cuts,
and in the design of coastal structures. In this study, a novel hybrid soft computing model (RF-PSO)
of random forest (RF) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) was developed and used to estimate
the undrained shear strength of soil based on the clay content (%), moisture content (%), specific
gravity (%), void ratio (%), liquid limit (%), and plastic limit (%). In this study, the experimental
results of 127 soil samples from national highway project Hai Phong-Thai Binh of Vietnam were
used to generate datasets for training and validating models. Pearson correlation coefficient (R)
method was used to evaluate and compare performance of the proposed model with single RF model.
The results show that the proposed hybrid model (RF-PSO) achieved a high accuracy performance
(R = 0.89) in the prediction of shear strength of soil. Validation of the models also indicated that
RF-PSO model (R = 0.89 and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) = 0.453) is superior to the single RF
model without optimization (R = 0.87 and RMSE = 0.48). Thus, the proposed hybrid model (RF-PSO)
can be used for accurate estimation of shear strength which can be used for the suitable designing of
civil engineering structures.

Keywords: machine learning; random forest; particle swarm optimization; Vietnam
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1. Introduction

In civil engineering, the shear strength of the soil is an essential engineering property in the
foundation design and stability analysis of all major construction projects such as dams, bridges,
highways and road, railway lines, jetties, underground structures, and high-rise buildings [1,2]. It is
well-known that the shear strength of soil is governed by interlocking between soil particles, frictional
resistance, and cohesion of soil particles. Soil is a complicated material containing soil particles of
different sizes and minerals, water, air, and void. The shear strength of soil is influenced by soil
constituents, specific gravity, void ratio, moisture content (liquid and plastic limits), clay content, stress
history, and relative density. The shear strength parameters are usually determined in the laboratory
using direct shear test, unconfined compression test, and triaxial compression test and also in the field
by shear vane test, Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and in situ-shear test [3,4]. In addition to these
tests, the estimation of the shear strength of soil from other indirect methods is needed for quick and
reliable results. Many researchers have attempted to estimate the shear strength of soil using different
alternative methods [3,5–10]. The shear strength of unsaturated soil can also be predicted using the
empirical correlation function [10,11], using soil-water retention curve [10,12,13].

Nowadays, soft computing techniques of machine learning (ML) or artificial intelligence (AI)
have been widely used in many scientific, medical, and engineering fields including geotechnical
engineering [14–26]. Sharma et al. [27] used Artificial Neuron Network (ANN) in estimating elasticity
modulus of soil. Kalkan et al. [28] used Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and ANN
methods for the prediction of compressive strength of compacted granular soils. They concluded that
the ANFIS model gave a promising solution for predicting the compressive strength of the compacted
soil. Other researchers have used several algorithms of ML namely Support Vector Regression (SVR)
and its hybridization with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO-SVR) [29] using some basic parameters
such as water content, clay content, consistency limits, etc. [30]. Pham et al. [31] also developed and
used Parsimonious Network based on a Fuzzy Inference System (PANFIS) hybrid ML model in the
prediction of soil shear strength.

Random forest (RF) first introduced by Breiman for solving regression, unsupervised learning,
and classification problems [32,33], is a powerful ML technique which has been applied successfully
in many classification problems including geotechnical engineering [29]. However, for excellent RF
modeling, fine-tuning of its hyperparameters is required by optimization algorithms. There are some
good optimization algorithms that are usually employed in solving geotechnical engineering problems
such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
Firefly Algorithm (FA), and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC). Out of these algorithms, the PSO is one of the
most popular optimization techniques that has been mostly used in geotechnical engineering including
slope stability and foundation engineering [27,34–37].

The main objective of the present study is to develop a novel hybrid soft computing model RF-PSO
using goodness of individual models, namely RF and PSO, for the quick and better estimation of
undrained shear strength of soil, based on the basic soil parameters such as moisture content, clay
content, consistency limits, and Atterberg limit. The novelty of this study is that a hybrid model PSO-RF
was developed the first time for better estimation of the shear strength of soil from basic parameters.
For this, one of the national highway projects, Hai Phong-Thai Binh of Vietnam, was selected as
a study area considering its importance and availability of the sufficient soil mechanics data for the
development and validation of the model. Pearson correlation coefficient (R) and Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) methods were used to validate the model and sensitivity analysis was carried out to
analyze the relationship between shear strength and influencing factors.
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2. Case Study and Data Collection

2.1. Description of the Study Area

The study area is located along alignment of Hai Phong-Thai Binh coastal national highway,
Vietnam. The total length of the highway project is approximately 29.7 km, which covers 20.782 km
towards Hai Phong city side and 8.928 km towards Thai Binh province side (Figure 1). In this route,
construction of eight bridges will be implemented. Two bridges on this alignment are large bridges
with the length of 2 km and 1 km will cross over Van Uc and Thai Binh river, respectively. A total
of 127 soil samples in this study were collected from the construction project of Hai Phong-Thai
Binh coastal national highway for the estimation of soil shear strength and model study. The soil
investigations carried out in this project included the following field tests: Standard Penetration Test
(SPT), boring test, shear vane test, and laboratory tests (direct shear test and triaxial compression test)
for the determination of engineering properties of soil [3,4]. However, only data of direct shear test
with Undrained and Unconfined (UU) scheme [38] was used for this modeling study.

2.2. Data Used

2.2.1. Output (Undrained Shear Strength of Soil)

Output of this study is the undrained total normal shear strength parameter of soil. Shear strength
of soil is defined as the maximum resistance per unit of soil that can mobilize to resist the shear stress
causing the sliding failure in any plane of a soil mass. Shear strength of soil is known as an important
parameter which is used in the design and analysis of stability problems of civil engineering structures.
The sliding failure is related to both normal and shear stress, thus shear strength is considered as
a linear function of normal and shear stress [38]. The undrained total normal shear strength (τ f ) is
determined using the following equation.

τ f = c + σ tanϕ (1)

where, c, ϕ, σ are the cohesion, internal friction angle, and normal stress, respectively.
In this study, direct shear tests with UU scheme was carried out to determine the values of

undrained total normal shear strength for the modeling. Initial analysis of data used is presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Initial analysis of data used in this study.

No Parameters Min Values Max Values Mean Values Standard Deviation

1 Clay content (%) 1.00 47.5 25.72 10.172
2 Water content (%) 23.04 70.74 48.3 11.73
3 Specific gravity 2.67 2.72 2.69 0.01
4 Void ratio 0.63 1.92 1.36 0.31
5 Liquid limit (%) 26.08 79.76 53.34 13.39
6 Plastic limit (%) 15.36 40.48 28.38 5.01

7 Undrained total normal shear
strength (kG/cm2) 0.29 0.57 0.41 0.06

2.2.2. Input Variables

Input data used in the model study include physical properties of soil: clay content, specific
gravity, void ratio, and Atterberg limit (liquid limit and plastic limit). According to Das and Sobhan [38],
the size of the clay particles are less than 0.002 mm. Some researchers have considered clay size range to
be less than 0.002 to 0.005 mm [31,38]. The amount of clay particles directly affects the Atterberg limits
such as liquid and plastic limits. The soil that contains more clay content could result in high plasticity
when it absorbs water, thus leading to a decrease in shear strength parameters such as cohesion c and
internal friction angle ϕ. The amount of clay can be determined from the grain size test [39].
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Figure 1. Location map of the study area.

Water content has an important role in influencing many soil properties such as strength, elasticity,
and hydraulic conductivity [38]. Water content of the soil is governed by environment condition
such as temperature, groundwater level, and humidity. With the increase of water content, cohesion
between soil particles reduces; thus, the shear strength also decreases. It is well-known that the shear
strength of soil is strongly affected by the moisture change, especially soil containing high clay minerals.
Thus, in this research, we considered water content as one of the important input parameters for
predicting the shear strength of soil. Water content is defined by the ratio between the mass (weight) of
water divided to the mass (weight) of dried soil (i.e., soil particle) in a given volume of soil [39].

Specific gravity is a term that is used to compare how much lighter or heavier solid material (soil
particles) is compared to water [38]. It is a ratio between the density of solid phase and water density.
It is known that specific gravity is related to the density of minerals of soil: if the specific gravity is large,
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the soil will be denser with higher shear strength. Thus, the specific gravity must be considered as the
main factor in predicting shear strength. In the laboratory, the specific gravity is directly determined
by measuring density of soil samples using density bottle and Pycnometer methods [39]. Void ratio of
soil not only influences the hydraulic conductivity but also affects significantly the shear strength of
the soil. When soil has a large void ratio, the shear strength of soil will be small, because the higher
void ratio could have a higher moisture content.

Liquid limit is an important parameter which influences the shear strength. The shear strength
decreases with the increase of liquid limit [38]. Liquid limit is determined as the moisture content;
at that point soil transfers from the plastic to the liquid state. Plastic limit is one of the important factors
affecting the soil strength. It is defined as the water content point at which soil transfers states from
semisolid to plastic [38]. These Atterberg limits can be determined by Atterberg tests in laboratory [38].

3. Methods Used

3.1. Random Forest

Random forest (RF) is a powerful method that was first introduced by Breiman for solving
regression, unsupervised learning, and classification problems [32,33]. It has been applied in many
fields including geotechnical engineering with high performance results [29]. The RF has some
advantages such as high accuracy performance with complicated datasets with small calibrating and
variables with high noises [40,41]. For the classification problem, Bagging technique is employed in
order to arbitrarily choose the variable candidates from the entire dataset for calibrating models [15].
In this research, an Out-Of-Bag (OOB) sample and two kinds of errors (namely decrease in precision
and reduction in Gini) were calculated because these errors can be adopted to rank and select
variables [42,43]. Regarding each variable, when the variable values are transposed across the OOB
observations, the function decides the error of prediction model [44].

3.2. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

The PSO is a computational method which is a form of evolution algorithm such as GA and ant
colony algorithm used in the optimization problem, initially proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy [45].
This algorithm differs from the GA as it focuses more on the interaction between individuals in
a population to explore search space. The PSO is a result of modeling bird flying to find food;
thus, it uses swarm intelligence. This algorithm is a powerful technique that has been employed
commonly for optimization problems in many fields, especially in geotechnical engineering [14,31,46].
The PSO works with a random population of particles, in which each particle is considered as a given
approach to seek a solution for solving the problem. The PSO includes a group of particles, each particle
in a group moves indiscriminately in a research space and is affected by surrounding position during
movement [47,48]. The result of each particle position is affected by its knowledge and the knowledge
of its neighbors. Thus, it can be said that in a swarm the knowledge of other particles can influence the
searching method of a particle. For each iteration, the position of each particle is upgraded considering
its current position and velocity [35,49]. The next swarm was established in accordance with the
updated particle positions considering their own best position (Pbest) in search space and the whole
swarm best position (Gbest). The particle position and velocities are computed as follows:

Vt+1
i = wVt

i + m1n1(pt
best,i −Yt

i) + m2n2(gt
best,i −Yt

i) (2)

Yt+1
i = Yt

i + Vt+1
i (3)

where Vt
i and Vt+1

i denote velocities of particle i at iteration t and t+1, respectively; whereas, Yt
i and

Yt+1
i represent positions of particle i at repetition t and t+1; w, m1, and m2 correspond to the cognitive,

social effect, and inertia parameters, respectively; n1 and n2 indicate arbitrary numbers with the range
of [0, 1]; pt

best,i and gt
best,i symbolize the best position of particle i and swarm, respectively.
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The best position of particle and swarm in the following iteration is defined as follows:

pt+1
best,i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ Yt+1
i , h

(
Yt+1

i

)
< h
(
pt

best,i

)
pt

best,i, h
(
Yt+1

i

)
≥ h
(
pt

best,i

) (4)

gt+1
best = argmin

{
h
(
pt+1

best,0

)
, . . . , h

(
pt+1

best,ns

)
, h
(
gt

best

)}
(5)

where ns indicate the summation of particles in a swarm.

3.3. Dataset Splitting

In the modeling, clay content, moisture content, specific gravity, void ratio, liquid limit, and plastic
limit were used as input, whereas the undrained total normal shear strength of soil was used as
an output. In other words, there were six inputs and one output for each instance in the dataset.
All variables were normalized into (0, 1) range based on their maximum and minimum values.

For supervised learning, the dataset of 127 soil samples needs to be split into two parts. The first
part is used for model training and hyperparameter tuning, which is known as the training set.
The second part is known as the testing set used for model verification. As the size of the training
set will have an important influence on the performance of ML modeling [49], to ascertain the best
training set size (TSS) for the preparation of shear strength dataset, the TSS was changed from 30%
to 90%. The RF performance was calculated with the default hyperparameters from Scikit-learn [50].
For each TSS, 100 RF models were built and the average performance was calculated to reduce the
randomness in random splitting.

It is important to note that the performance on the training set was calculated using 5-fold CV
validation. In terms of the performance on the testing set, the whole training set was first used to train
the RF model, with which the prediction on the testing set was obtained. In other words, the prediction
on the training set was obtained using the RF model trained with part of the training set, compared
with the whole training set during the prediction on the testing set. Thus, the prediction on the testing
set is usually better than that on the training set if the same prediction method is used [49].

3.4. Modeling and Hyperparameters Tuning

In the current study, the RF is utilized to model the nonlinear relationship from the inputs to the
output. In order to obtain the expert performance, the hyperparameters of RF were tuned using the PSO.
Five important hyperparameters were tuned as suggested in the literature [51]. Table 2 summarizes
the tuned hyperparameters, the definition, and their tuning ranges. For each set of hyperparameters,
10 RF models were built to reduce the randomness of random splitting. The number of particles
was set to be 100 in the PSO. Moreover, the maximum iteration, inertia parameter, the cognitive
influence parameter, and the social influence parameter were set to be 50, 0.7298, 1.49618, and 1.49618,
respectively. All parameter setting in the PSO was determined by trial tests [52–55].

Table 2. Hyperparameters description and their tuning range.

No Hyperparameters Explanation Range

1 Max_depth The maximum depth of DTs. 1–20
2 Min_samples_split The minimum number of samples for the split. 2–10
3 Min_samples_leaf The minimum number of samples at the leaf node. 1–10
4 Max_DT The maximum number of RT models in the ensemble 1–1000

5 Max_features The number of features considered during the
selection of the best splitting 0.4–1

During the hyperparameters tuning, the training performance from 5-fold CV was used as the
fitness function of the PSO. Each set of hyperparameters was represented by a particle in the PSO.
With the iteration of PSO, particle positions would be updated to maximize the fitness value and the
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hyperparameters were optimized accordingly. The optimum hyperparameters were selected after the
PSO. Finally, the RF model with the optimum hyperparameters was verified on the testing set.

3.5. RF Model Assessment

The RF model assessment of this study was carried out using Pearson correlation coefficient (R)
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) criteria, which are the most common indicators for validation
and comparison of machine learning models [22,56–58]. Basically, R presents the correlation between
the actual and predicted outputs. Values of R range from −1 to 1, and higher absolute values of
R close to 1 indicate better prediction accuracy and vice versa. While RMSE measures the average
squared difference between actual and predicted outputs [59–62]. Lower value of RMSE indicates
better performance of the model. These indicators are expressed in equations as follows [63–67]:

R =

∑m
i=1

(
SScoi − SSco

)(
SSaci − SSac

)
√∑m

i=1

(
SScoi − SSco

)2(
SSaci − SSac

)2 (6)

RMSE =

√√
1
m

m∑
i=1

(SScoi − SSaci)
2 (7)

where SScoi and SSco denote the output value of the sample ith and the output average value of the
sample calculated according to the model, respectively; SSaci and SSac indicate the actual value of the
sample ith and the actual average values, respectively; m is the summation of samples.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Influence of Training Set Size (TSS)

From Figure 2, it can be seen that training performance progressively increased with the increase of
TSS. Moreover, the standard deviation from the RF models was decreased with increasing TSS. To be more
specific, the average R value was increased from 0.71 to 0.84 when the TSS was increased from 30% to 90%.
Instead, the SD was decreased from 0.11 (TSS = 30%) to 0.03 (TSS = 90%). Above results demonstrate that
the training performance was improved and became more stable with the increase of TSS.

In terms of the testing performance, it was increased from 0.79 to 0.87 when the TSS was increased
from 30% to 80%. After that, the testing performance was decreased to 0.86 when the TSS was further
increased to 90%. Standard Deviation (SD) was evidently increased from 0.08 to 0.12 when the TSS was
increased to 80% to 90%. The increase of SD indicates that the RF prediction was negatively influenced
when the TSS surpassed 80%. Since the testing performance represents the generalization capability of
ML models, 80% was selected to be the best TSS in this study.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis of the model using different training set sizes.

4.2. Hyperparameters Tuning

Figure 3 illustrates the highest R value ever found by the PSO with iterations. It can be seen that
the highest R value was progressively increased with the iteration of PSO. The highest R was 0.83 at
the first iteration, which was increased to 0.88 at the 50th iteration. The optimum RF hyperparameters
were determined to be n_estimator = 935, max_depth = 14, min_sample_split = 2, min_samples_leaf =
1, max_features = 0.648.

 
Figure 3. Hyperparameters tuning using the model.
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4.3. Predictive Capability of the Models

Figure 4 presents a visual comparison of the UU based experimental and predicted results from
a representative RF model. In this case, the representative RF model was selected since its performance
was similar to the average performance from the RF models (Figure 3). The R value was 0.87 on the
training set and 0.90 on the testing set. It can be seen that there was a good agreement between the
experimental and predicted shear strength values, implying the robustness of RF modeling.

 

 

Figure 4. Experimental and predicted values of shear strength using the model: (a) training set, (b)
testing set.

Figure 5 demonstrates performance comparison between the RF model with default hyperparameters
and the optimum hyperparameters from the PSO (RF-PSO). To obtain more representative results, 100 RF
models were constructed and the average performance was compared. It can be seen that the performance
of RF modeling was improved after PSO hyperparameters tuning. On the training set, the R value was
increased from 0.86 to 0.87 after the PSO hyperparameters tuning. At the same time, SD was decreased
from 0.028 to 0.027, indicating more stable RF modeling. Similar results can be observed on the testing set,
where the R value was increased (0.87 to 0.89) and SD was decreased (0.060 to 0.057). Similarly, the values of
RMSE of RF-PSO on both training (0.487) and testing (0.453) is lower than those of sing RF model (0.517
for training and 0.48 for testing) (Table 3). These results confirmed the feasibility of PSO in improving the
performance of RF modeling.
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Table 3. Predictive capability of the models using RMSE criteria.

No Models
RMSE

Training Testing

1 RF 0.517 0.480
2 RF-PSO 0.487 0.453

In general, both hybrid model RF-PSO and single RF model performed well for the prediction of
undrained shear strength of soil but hybrid model RF-PSO outperforms single RF model. The results
are suitable as the RF can measure data structures and classify data, which help focus important
variables and remove similar variables. It is not sensitive to unit differences, pointing out that there is
no need for a preprocessing process [68]. In addition, the PSO is effectively applied to address the
problem of complex optimization as it is automatically to search for optimization solutions and it can
easily perform with good efficiency [69]. Thus, it is confirmed that the PSO is an effective optimization
technique in improving performance of the RF model.

In general, the proposed RF-PSO model can be used for quick, better prediction of the undrained
total normal shear strength of different types of soil. Performance of this model might be different and
improved depending on type of soil. One of the advantages of application of hybrid machine learning
model (RF-PSO) is that it can handle the big and complicated data. Thus, large or big data can also be
analyzed with this model. It is proposed that researchers use large data, depending on the availability,
for future model studies.

 

Figure 5. Predictive capability of the models.

4.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Input Parameters

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the importance of input parameters for the
modeling using partial dependence plots, which is an efficient way to investigate the relationship
between inputs and output. Details are available in the published work [70]. Figure 6 shows the
relative importance of the inputs to the output. It can be seen that the moisture content was the most
significant variable for the shear strength of soil, which achieved an average importance score of
0.337. The void ratio ranked the second with an average importance score of 0.271, followed by liquid
limit (0.166), clay (0.109), and plastic limit (0.093). The specific gravity achieved the smallest average
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importance score (0.025), indicating that it had the lowest influence on the undrained total normal
shear strength of soil.

 

Figure 6. Variable importance analysis using the model.

Figure 7 illustrates the partial dependence of the output to the inputs. As shown, the shear
strength had an overall negative correlation with clay, moisture content, specific gravity, and void ratio.
Moreover, the variation of shear strength was less significant with the variation of specific gravity
compared with the variation of clay, moisture content, and void ratio. This result indicates the specific
gravity has a relatively lower influence on the undrained shear strength, which agrees well with the
important score results (Figure 6). The undrained shear strength decreased first and then increased
with the increasing liquid limit. Finally, the undrained shear strength increased with the increase of
plastic limit.

In general, out of the input factors, moisture content is considered as the most important factor
affecting the undrained shear strength of soil. This is reasonable as the water reduces the friction
and cohesion between the soil particles; thus, increase of moisture content leads to decrease of shear
strength of soil [31,71].
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Figure 7. Importance of the variables used for the model.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, a novel hybrid machine learning namely RF-PSO model, which is a combination of
RF and PSO models, was proposed and applied to estimate the undrained shear strength of soil for the
design purpose of the construction projects. In total, the experimental results of 127 samples were
used to create datasets for validating and training models. A statistical measure such as R was used to
validate and compare the models. The results show that performance of the models improved and
stabilized from 0.79 to 0.84 with the increase of training dataset size from 30% to 80%. Performance of
the RF-PSO hybrid model is best with R = 0.89 and RMSE = 0.453, followed by RF with R = 0.87 and
RMSE = 0.48 in the estimation of soil shear strength.

In addition, the sensitivity analysis using partial dependence plots was carried out to evaluate the
importance of input parameters in the model study. Results show that moisture content is considered
as the most important parameter for modeling of prediction of the undrained shear strength though
other parameters considered are also important.

In this study it is seen that that the proposed hybrid model RF-PSO is capable of predicting shear
strength of undrained soil quickly with basic soil properties in a better way for use in the design of
civil engineering structures. A limitation of this study is the number of samples tested from one of the
highway projects of Vietnam. It would be better to use large/big data from other projects to confirm its
wider applicability.
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Abstract: Landslides are part of the natural processes of Earth’s surface dynamic, which could be
accelerated or triggered by anthropic interference. Inadequate occupation of areas highly susceptible
to landslide processes is the principal cause of accidents on Brazilian urban slopes, especially those
occupied by settlements and slums. In Natal, Rio Grande do Norte state, Brazil, the existence of areas
with steep and densely occupied slopes makes the municipality susceptible to landslides. In this
context, the present study aimed to map the risk of landslides in an urban area located in the city
of Natal. Using the quali-quantitative model proposed by Faria (2011), adapted for the conditions
of the study area, which applies a multicriteria analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to a Geographic
Information System (GIS), 11 risk indicators were submitted to pairwise comparisons by 10 risk
management specialists in order to determine the relative importance (weighting) for each of these
factors as a function of their contribution to the risk. The weightings obtained were combined to
produce the final risk map of the study area, using a map algebra framework. The results show the
existence of a critical risk for the resident population, primarily related to the possibility of a landslide,
with potentially negative economic, environmental, and mainly social impacts.

Keywords: risk; hazard; vulnerability; landslides; multicriteria assessment; analytical hierarchy process

1. Introduction

In recent decades, there has been a considerable increase in the frequency, intensity, and impacts
generated by socioenvironmental disasters worldwide [1]. According to the World Disaster Report
2010, with a focus on urban risks, 4014 natural disasters occurred around the world between 2000 and
2009, affecting more than one million people. In Brazil, a report prepared by [2] revealed that 22% of
the socioenvironmental disasters recorded between 1991 and 2012 occurred in the 1990s, 56% between
2000 and 2009, and 22% in just three years (between 2010 and 2012). The document also indicates an
increase in the number of disasters associated with landslides between 1990 and 2000. According to [3],
this significant increase in the number of landslides on Brazilian slopes is caused primarily by the lack
of urban planning and infrastructure. The latter fact has led the most underprivileged individuals to
occupy naturally unsuitable areas or those that are highly susceptible to unstable slopes, mostly as a
result of the low real estate value of the land.

Unsuitable occupation of areas susceptible to landslides in the city of Natal, Brazil, has made
them vulnerable to slope instability. In 2014, two great magnitude natural disasters associated with
intensity of rainfall were recorded in the districts of Mãe Luiza and Rocas, within Natal. The accidents
were characterized, respectively, as sand flow on dune area and failure of the soil nail wall on Barreiras
Formation sediment [4]. Both events had significant social and environmental impacts. To mitigate or
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even prevent future socioenvironmental disasters similar to those described above from happening,
new research projects dedicated to the study of risk areas are needed.

Risk analysis can be carried out either through a qualitative, quali-quantitative or quantitative
approach [5]. Risk mapping in Brazil and many other countries predominantly uses qualitative
methodologies [6]. This type of assessment is based on professional judgement via field observations,
interpretation of aerial photographs, and information supplied by residents of the region under study.
Many researchers believe that this leads to a certain subjectivity in the results obtained [7]. The outputs
of quantitative methods, in turn, are numerical estimations, namely, the probability of occurrence of
landslides and the probability distribution of consequences within a certain area. However, applications
are restricted to localized studies in limited areas, by the necessity of a large volume of detailed data on
the slopes, acquired with laboratory tests and field measurements. In the quali-quantitative methods,
assessments consider that a number of factors influence stability. The scores attributed to each of these
factors are used to evaluate how favorable or unfavorable they are to the occurrence of instability [8].
The last decade has seen an evolution of quali-quantitative analyses with a view to improve qualitative
risk mapping. These reduce subjectivity, thereby increasing the hierarchization and prioritization of risk
sectors. Ref. [9] proposed a quali-quantitative methodology based on the Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP). The application of the AHP method in risk mapping makes the process more systematic and less
subjective. The sensibility analyses used in the method allow for a higher perception of effectiveness in
qualitative assessment and, as a result, a higher confidence level in decision-making [10].

The aim of the present study is to apply an adapted version of the methodology proposed by [9]
in order to diagnose the occurrence of landslides in an area near the São José do Jacó settlement,
in the city of Natal. The methodology used to achieve this aim was a multicriteria decision-making
technique (AHP) and Geographic Information System (GIS) system for application at the local level.
This approach includes the use of a limited number of key risk indicators and allows the delineation
and mapping of risk zones with different associated risk levels which can help engineers and land
planners to design and assess infrastructure and evaluate its effects on the surrounding environment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Quali-Quantitative Risk Assessment Model Proposed by Faria (2011)

The AHP, developed by Saaty in the 1970s, proposes a method that could represent a
decision-making process. The aim was to reach better conclusions based on a hierarchy, pairwise
comparisons, judgement scales, weight and criterion attribution, and selection of the best alternatives
for a finite number of variables [11]. Ref. [9] applied the multicriteria decision-making tool AHP to
the risk mapping qualitative methodology adopted by [12]. This procedure gave rise to a hybrid
methodology classified as quali-quantitative. The application of this approach includes three main
stages: structuring, comparative judgements, and synthesis of priorities. These stages, as presented
by [10], are shown on Figure 1.

The first step of the process involves deconstructing the problem into a hierarchical framework,
organized by levels, with the problem-solving objective at the top and criteria to be assessed and their
relevant alternatives in the decision process at the lower levels [13]. Figure 2 illustrates this stage.

In the comparative judgements stage, risk assessment specialists make a pairwise comparison
between the criteria and alternatives to determine the relative importance (weighting) of each criterion.
To this end, a number scale is needed to indicate how many times one element is more important than
another, and the Saaty Fundamental Scale [13,14] can be used for this purpose.

Finally, in the synthesis of priorities phase, the AHP calculates all the weightings of the hierarchical
levels. The pairwise comparison matrix created is submitted to the eigenvector mathematical technique.
Beforehand, they undergo sensitivity analysis to assess the coherence of the specialists’ judgements.
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Figure 1. The main stages of the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method. Adapted from [10].

 

Goal-Objective

Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3 Criterion n

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative n

Figure 2. Example of the modeling or hierarchical structuring stage. Adapted from [13].

Ref. [15] recommend calculating the Consistency Ratio (CR), whose limit value at which judgements
are considered inconsistent is 10%. For CRs above the reference value, Ref. [15] suggests that the
problem be studied and the attributed weightings be revised. The CR calculation procedure involves
estimating the maximum eigenvalue (λmax) and consistency index (CI), as described by [15].

2.2. Research Methodology

The risk mapping for the present study was based on an adapted version of the quali-quantitative
approach described by [9]. The adaptation mentioned occurred in the selection phase of
socioenvironmental indicators, with the purpose of adapting the methodology to the specificities of
the study area, as well as to the history of landslides known in the region of the municipality of Natal.
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The application of the proposed methodology considered 11 socioenvironmental indicators
assessed as decisive in triggering landslides at the site, which were evaluated and characterized
through technical inspection in homes, information provided by residents, aerial photography,
and produced thematic maps. Figure 3 illustrates the indicators adopted in the study.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical structure of the risk assessment approach adopted in the present study.

In choosing these socioenvironmental indicators, we sought to consider the natural and anthropic
factors that affect slope stability. In terms of the former, the amplitude, inclination, slope morphology
in plan and profile, geological structure, and substrate material were considered. With respect to
anthropic factors, processes that produce unfavorable changes to slope stability were considered.
Anthropic processes cause changes in the state of stress and affect the shear strength of materials.
These processes include land use, the presence of water on the surface, and water arising from the
slope profile.

The indicator “presence of instability features” is considered as a key criterion in mapping the
risk of landslides to provide indications of their occurrence or imminence on the slope. This criterion
was adopted in the analysis since there is evidence of a creeping process in triggering landslides at the
study site.

In order to observe instability features, inspections were made at 62 points on the slope in the
study area, encompassing residences and the surface area of the slope, in addition to information
contained in the occurrence registries provided by the Municipal Civil Defense.
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Field inspections sought to identify information that can indicate the occurrence or the possibility
of developing landslides in the area or the possibility of their occurring at the site, such as the
existence of cracks in the floor and/or masonry, the inclination of rigid structures, such as retaining
walls, large trees, fences, posts, and the facade of residences and subsidence of the residential floor,
among other problems.

Vulnerability, as well as hazards, is an important component in risk assessment. It reflects the
interaction between potentially harmful phenomena and the elements exposed to risk. Demographic
density was adopted in this study as an assessment criterion of the population’s exposure to the risk of
landslides in the study area.

The degree of importance for each socioenvironmental indicator in risk generation was measured
using the weights of the AHP method. The authors assigned these weights in collaboration with ten
professionals who were not involved in the research, with a background in geological-geotechnical risk
mapping, consisting of seven civil engineers, two geologists, and one geographer, 6 of whom were
university professors and 4 were employed by private companies.

In order to facilitate obtaining weights by consulting specialists, they received a base document
consisting of a text file and Excel spreadsheet. The document consisted of a brief presentation of
the AHP technique using an explanatory text, presenting the risk indicators selected for analysis,
in addition to a guide on how the electronic spreadsheet should be filled out.

After the specialists attributed the weights, the Consistency Ratio (CR) was used to analyze the
consistency of the weights obtained. The specialists’ assessments were considered acceptable when the
CR was less than or equal to 10%.

For the spatial implementation of the risk map (using geographic information system (GIS)
software), explained in Figure 4, each criterion/indicator (Ci) was transformed into a thematic map
in raster format and reclassified as a function of preliminarily established subclasses. This operation
intended to transform input raster cell values to the desired output values and enable linear
standardization of attributes that exhibit different valuations [8].

Figure 4. Schematic procedure for spatial implementation of the risk map in commercial software.
Adapted from [8].

As shown in Figure 4, the criteria that influence reaching the objective (landslide risk map) were
deconstructed into two hierarchical levels. Level 1 criteria (Cn1) are the risk indicators (slope height,
slope angle, etc.) and level 2 (Cn2) are their respective subclasses. Each criterion in both levels was
attributed an AHP weight (pn and xn for levels 1 and 2, respectively).

The spatial performance (ai) of each cell of the mapped area was calculated by multiplying
indicator weightings by the weighting of the class of the respective indicator, obtaining the risk
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indicator, as demonstrated in Equation (1), where p is the weighting of the risk indicator and x is the
weighting of the class of the respective risk indicator (subcriterion).

RI =
n∑

i=1

pixi/100 (1)

The final risk classification was reached using a statistical-based slicing method [9], denominated
here as degree of risk (DR). According to this procedure, the risk indicator for each pixel should be
compared to the arithmetic mean (μIR) of the risk index for all pixels, added or subtracted by half the
standard deviation (σ), as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Criteria adopted to classify degree of risk (DR). Modified from Faria (2011).

Risk Index (RI) (DR)

RI < μRI − 1
2σ Low

μRI − 1
2σ ≤ RI ≤ μRI +

1
2σ Medium

RI > μIRI +
1
2σ High

2.3. Site Description

The study area in this work is a settlement of informal origin, located at an urban hill between the
Rocas and Praia do Meio neighborhoods, in the city of Natal, Rio Grande do Norte state, Brazil (Figure 5).

 

Figure 5. Aerial photograph of the São José do Jacó Community, with main streets highlighted.

The city of Natal was built in an area characterized by dune fields formed by aeolian sediments,
next to the beach line—coastal trays entering the continent. The urban fabric of Natal area is,
almost entirely, atop the coastal trays, which, in geological terms, correspond to the Barreiras Formation
and Potengi Formation, lithological units formed by sediments of tertiary and quaternary age, in which
layers of clay sands, pure sands, and silty sands are interspersed. There are also occurrences of
conglomeratic layers and other strongly cemented layers.

The analyzed sector involves a 3.18 ha area and approximately 240 homes and 600 residents,
according to data from the 2010 Brazil Demographic Census. The municipal macro zoning plan locates
the region in a densified area and it is considered a Special Area of Social Interest Type 1—Slum [16].
Around half of the area of Rocas lies on a predominately a flat terrain, with an altitude of 5 m above sea
level (a.s.l.), with few points where the altitude exceeds 15 m a.s.l. The highest elevations, in the limit
region between Rocas and Praia do Meio, are occupied by the São José do Jacó Community, where the
altitudes vary between 7m and 37m a.s.l. and the slopes between 10◦ and 20◦.
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The region under study has a history of slope instability. In June 2014, part of the 13m high
retaining structure failed and collapsed after around 50 h of steady rain, totaling 315 mm. The cause of
the failure is primarily associated to the lack of an efficient drainage system in the structure. Figure 6
shows photographs of the collapsed retaining structure in the community of São José do Jacó.

 

Figure 6. Area affected by the collapse of a retaining structure in the community of São José do Jacó.

In addition to this large disaster, evidence of the movement in the form of tilted trees, retaining
structures and the facades of dwellings, denotes the presence of creep in full development in the
community of São José do Jacó.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Weightings Obtained by the AHP Method

Table 2 shows pairwise comparisons, expressed by the weightings obtained for the risk indicators
and their classes. These weightings represent the order of importance of each risk indicator in the
occurrence of landslides processes on the urban slope occupied in the study area. Table 3 shows a
summary of the sensitivity analysis for the risk indicator matrix.

Table 2. Weightings obtained for the risk indicators and their classes.

Risk Indicators Weights (%) Classes Weights (%)

Slope height 3.21%
H ≤ 10 m 8.82%

10 m < H < 20 m 24.31%
H ≥ 20 m 66.87%

Slope angle 5.79%
A ≤ 10◦ 8.33%

10◦ < A < 20◦ 19.32%
A ≥ 20◦ 72.35%

Plant morphology 2.11%
Convex 12.01%

Rectilinear 13.43%
Concave 74.56%

Profile morphology 2.15%
Convex 20.00%

Rectilinear 20.00%
Concave 60.00%

Land use/cover 8.63%

Arboreal 6.38%
Field/crop 6.71%

Urban cover 30.77%
Exposed soil 56.15%

Presence of surface water 2.22%
None/Low concentration 10.62%
Medium concentration 26.05%

High concentration/Seepage line visible 63.33%
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Table 2. Cont.

Risk Indicators Weights (%) Classes Weights (%)

Water emergence in the hillside profile 11.69%
Observed 87.50%

Not observed 12.50%

Instability features 19.90%
Observed 87.50%

Not observed 12.50%

Substrate material 11.51%

Coastal plant eolian deposits 7.39%
Coastal non-plant eolian deposits 46.56%

Sandy and sandy-clay deposits 19.58%
Fluvial-marine deposits 14.42%

Barrier group 12.06%

Geological structure 12.16%
Favorable to stability 8.82%

Unfavorable 66.87%
Not observed 24.31%

Demographic density 20.64%

Inhabited area 4.17%
0 inhab/ha < (DEN) ≤ 50 inhab/hectare 13.30%

50 inhab/ha < (DEN) ≤ 300 inhab/hectare 26.76%
(DEN) > 300 inhab/hectare 55.77%

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis of reciprocal matrix risk indicators.

Sensitivity Analysis

Matrix order 11.00
λmax

1 12.09
CI 2 0.1086
CR 3 7.10%

1 λmax: Maximum eigenvalue; 2 CI: Consistency Index; 3 CR: Consistency Ratio.

The Consistency Ratio (CR) was less than 10% for the risk indicator matrix, as recommended by the
AHP methodology. This value indicates an acceptable consistency level in the comparisons performed.

Two other indications of reliability in the specialists’ judgements are a CI near zero and λmax value
near the order of the comparison matrix. The latter derives from the corollary adopted in the AHP
method developed by [17] and considers that a reciprocal matrix A, with positive input values only
consistent if λmax = n.

3.2. Risk Mapping

Given the two elements essential to risk formulation—the hazard and the vulnerability—distinct
products were created for each of these elements and combined following the national and international
trend to produce the risk map. Figure 7 illustrates the process of obtaining intermediate maps and the
risk map.

3.2.1. Hazard Map

The hazard map created using the AHP method (Figure 8) showed that most of the study area
(48%) lies in a high-hazard zone for the occurrence of landslides, 45.3% is in the low-hazard category,
and only 6.7% is considered a medium hazard.

To establish a correlation between spatialization of the hazard classes obtained for the slope and
each of the indicators assessed, the contribution of the natural physical traits of the area was analyzed
separately from contributions of anthropic factors using a susceptibility map (Figure 9).

Of the six parameters used to create the susceptibility map (slope height, slope angle, plant and
profile morphology, substrate material, and geological structure), the slope angle was the factor that
influenced spatialization the most, primarily due to the weighting attributed to it by the AHP method.
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Figure 7. Schematic model for obtaining the intermediate hazard and vulnerability maps as well as the
risk map for the study area.

 

Figure 8. Landslide hazard map produced for the study area.
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The analysis of the contribution of anthropogenic factors (land use/cover, presence of surface
water, water emergence on the hillside profile, and instability features) shows that the presence of
instability features governed the spatial arrangement of hazard classes, raising it to the “high” category
in areas where scars were observed—i.e., signs of previous slope failure were visible.

Comparison between the results of the susceptibility and hazard maps, in which anthropic action
was included, revealed that if only the natural physical traits were analyzed, the study area would not
be highly susceptible to landslides. However, anthropogenic use and occupation of the slope is the
main factor that poses hazard to the resident population, making it hazardous for human occupation.
Thus, since the region under study is an occupied slope, it is important that public entities monitor it
in order to prevent loss of life and property.

 

Figure 9. Landslide susceptibility map produced for the study area.

3.2.2. Vulnerability Map

The vulnerability map produced by a procedure similar to that described for risk is presented in
Figure 10. A large part of the study area exhibited medium (50.97%) to high (32.01%) vulnerability,
generally associated with a significant number of residential plots occupied by substandard housing
and high population density, located on sloping terrain that would require more appropriate building
techniques, and more space between residences.
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Figure 10. Vulnerability map produced for the study area.

Despite the fact that the financial status of the population that inhabit the study area was not
considered in the weighting attribution phase of the AHP method, it is important to include it in
vulnerability analysis, given that this trait affects how residents deal with socioenvironmental disasters
such as landslides. There is a general agreement that households with higher income tend to have
better built homes and are thereby better equipped to withstand extreme natural events.

Based on this hypothesis, assessment of income distribution, obtained from [18] shows that 50%
of the private dwellings in the study area are occupied by low-income families, that is, those earning
up to one-half the minimum monthly wage (≈USD 125.00).

It is important to observe, therefore, that the sector with more disadvantaged families—that is,
in poverty or extreme poverty—contains the highest demographic density (more than 300 inhabitants
per hectare). In addition to having greater difficulty in evacuating the population in the event of a
disaster in this region, the inhabitants are also more vulnerable due to the infrastructure characteristics
of their dwellings and the surrounding area.

3.2.3. Risk Map

The final element of the mapping process is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Risk map of the study area.

Risk mapping shows that the area exhibits a degree of slope instability risk ranging from low to
high. The low-risk category accounted for 46% of the total area, followed by the high-risk (41%) and
medium-risk groups (13%), which represents about 600 people under risk of landslides in an area of
approximately 3.2 ha.

In general, the low-risk areas were concentrated mainly on Altamira Street and the first portion
of Desembargador Lins Bahia Street (Figure 12), and exhibited geomorphological conditions that
display low landslide potential, with a slope height below 20 m, low slope angle (less than 10◦),
convex/divergent plant morphology, and rectilinear and/or convex profile morphology.

With respect to the contribution of anthropic interferences in these areas, there is an absence or
reduction in instability, no water on the slope surface or emergence points along the slope profile,
which may be related to the existence, albeit incipient, of sewer, water supply, and rainwater drainage
systems. In addition, these lower risk areas are characterized by low and medium vulnerability, due to
a lower demographic density and households with higher incomes when compared to medium or
high-risk regions, which exhibit a direct relation with better infrastructure and consequently with the
response to a landslide.
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Figure 12. Low-risk regions identified in the assessment: photo of Altamira Street (a) with the
surrounding area highlighted in (b).

In the slope regions classified as medium risk, the greatest contribution to obtaining this degree
was the type of anthropic interference on the slope and the influence of vulnerability. The unfavorable
contribution of human interventions in the area is evident on Desembargador Lins Bahia Street,
where the risk of landslides rose from low to high (Figure 13a) due to the rupture of a retaining
structure, which caused the emergence of instability features, which are extremely important in the
analysis of hazard and risk.

 
Figure 13. Unfavorable contribution of human interventions in the area near the containment curtain
in obtaining medium risk: (a) portion of Lins Bahia Street with high risk; (b) houses affected by the
ruptured containment structure.

In high-risk areas, nearly 50% of the region analyzed, the geological conditions exhibited a greater
potential of developing landslides, with slope height values between 10 and 20 m and higher than
20 m, a high slope angle (more than 20◦), predominantly convergent plant morphology, concave slope
profile, and areas with little or no plant cover and even impermeable surfaces. In relation to the
anthropic interventions on the slope, field visits revealed a large number of haphazard cuts. These cuts
were made to allow construction of access roads to dwellings located at the top, foot, and slope of the
hillside. Figure 14 illustrates this situation.
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Figure 14. Construction of homes halfway up the slope.

Human action in the area is also reflected in the disposal of waste and rubble on the slope
(Figure 15). According to [19], these materials are heterogeneous and geotechnically quite unstable.
Waste deposition increases the weight on the slope and contributes to the triggering of landslides.

 

Figure 15. Waste and rubble deposition on the hillside within the site area.

Leaks in water supply and sewer pipes were also observed within the site area (Figure 16a,b).
Furthermore, despite the installation of a sanitary sewer in 2014, many residents of high-risk areas
continue to use septic tanks and sinkholes as a sewer system.

Since sinkholes can serve as points of water concentration [20], the more numerous and closer
together they are, the greater the risk of landslides they pose to the nearest dwellings. Finally,
the presence of significant signs of instability, as illustrated in Figure 17a,b, including vertical,
horizontal and diagonal cracks in floors and/or masonry, and the inclination of rigid structures, such as
retaining walls, large trees, fences, posts and sinking floors, were determining factors for the high-risk
classification in some sectors of Jacó.
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Figure 16. (a) Presence of water on the slope surface; (b) Damaged drain pipe.

. 

Figure 17. (a) Cracks in the floors; (b) Vertical, horizontal, and diagonal cracks in the masonry of
residences in the study area.4. Discussion and Conclusions.

This study aimed to assess and map the risk of landslides in an inhabited urban slope in the
municipality of Natal, Rio Grande do Norte state, Brazil, applying an adapted version of Faria’s (2011)
qualitative-quantitative risk analysis methodology. This methodological proposal incorporated the
AHP decision-making tool into a qualitative method of risk analysis.

Mapping the risk of landslides is an essential tool for the definition of land use and occupation
policies in urban areas (e.g., [21]). The methodology applied in this study falls well within the range
of available techniques used for susceptibility and hazard mapping of landslides [22]. Based on the
classification of mapping techniques into qualitative, semi-quantitative and qualitative—where the
qualitative techniques are supported by geomorphic analysis and the analysis of landslide inventory
that occurred in the studied region while, on the other hand, semi-quantitative techniques are based
on multicriteria decision analysis, and the quantitative techniques include statistical and probabilistic
analysis, a deterministic approach, and artificial intelligence—the method used in this study can be
classified as semi-quantitative.

Regardless of the method used, the inference of risk of landslides can only be made from knowledge
of the types and mechanisms acting in the area. In this sense, Ref. [23], based on a recommendation
from the Joint Technical Committee on Landslides and Engineered Slopes (JTC-1), highlighted that in
the risk mapping the landslide inventory map is essential. On the other hand, there are situations in
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which there are no files with a record of landslide occurrences, or these records are not reliable where
expert evaluations can be used [22].

In the present work, although an inventory map has not been presented, the typology and
instability mechanisms have been interpreted from the Civil Defense database in Natal and from
the experience reported in previous works developed in the region [4,24–27]. These aspects were
considered in the risk map using the presence of instability features indicator. This approach justified
the consultation with specialists to establish the weights attributed to the socioenvironmental indicators
which, in turn, suggested an acceptable consistency level in the performed comparisons as well as
coherence in the order of importance obtained for the attributes and their subclasses, when comparing
the research data with information extracted in field visits.

Favorable results in using the combination of GIS and AHP method in terms of mapping areas of
susceptibility, hazard, and/or risk were obtained by [8,28,29]. Ref. [8] emphasize that although this type
of methodology is considered subjective, the fact that it allows the incorporation of experts’ opinions
through the attribution of weights to socioenvironmental indicators and adopts a sensitivity analysis
to assess the assigned weights has led to reliable results, from larger work scales at the local level,
to small mapping scales at the national level.

The risk map obtained by applying an adapted version of [9] demonstrated that the study area
exhibits a high degree of slope instability risk in approximately half of the São José do Jacó settlement.
This region showed the existence of a number of factors that increase the possibility of landslides,
including anthropic interventions in the area, the presence of significant instability features, and a
considerable number of residential plots occupied by substandard housing, in addition to a high
population density.

This analysis demonstrated that the geomorphological, geological, and geotechnical constraints
were less relevant for spatializing risk in the community of São José do Jacó, and that the most important
contribution for the occurrence of landslides in the area is the anthropic interference on the slope and
the influence of demographic density, a socioenvironmental indicator representative of the elements
at risk.

Bearing in mind that the wider study area is relatively densely populated, and in order to prevent
loss of life and material damage, civil engineers, land planners, and environmental managers can use
the results of this study to pinpoint the risk areas as well as monitor the most critical indicators in the
long term. This monitoring program, coupled with an adequate maintenance program for the existing
infrastructure and control of any new built infrastructure, can contribute towards the sustainability of
the infrastructure, environment, and of the community inhabiting it.

The comparison between the four studies conducted in the São José do Jacó settlement indicated a
critical risk situation for the local population, primarily in the form of landslides, causing possible
economic, environmental and above all, social harm. The three other studies that investigated the
area [30–32] showed similar results, underscoring the area between Desembargador Lins Bahia and
CGU Streets as high-risk for the occurrence of landslides.

The observation of consistent similarities between the results of this work and the other mappings
already carried out in the study area, as well as the comparison of the mapping result with the data and
information obtained from the field visits, were important to validate the acceptability and accuracy of
the results achieved by applying the qualitative and quantitative model of [9], which means that a
similar approach can be used in the other occupied urban slopes in the city of Natal, or in regions with
physical and social characteristics similar to those observed in the study area.

Ref. [21] reviewed 768 scientific articles produced between 1999 and 2018, whose main theme
involved the mapping of susceptibility, hazard or risk of landslides, in order to observe, in addition to
other aspects, trends in the type of model used in these analyses. Among the several commonly used
model types, the AHP method has shown a growth trend in its use over the past 20 years.

Despite the clarity and validation of the results of this study, as well as the flexibility of the model,
Ref. [33] points out an important limitation of the method, linked to the inability to determine the
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uncertainties related to the selection, comparison, and ranking of the multiple criteria analyzed by
the experts. Thus, in an attempt to mitigate this limitation, future work should focus on combining
the AHP method with another technique, creating integrated models that preserve and integrate the
advantages of the models that have been combined.
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Abstract: Calcium sulfoaluminate cement (CSA) was used to stabilize a type of marine soft soil
in Dalian China. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of CSA-stabilized soil was tested and
compared to ordinary Portland cement (OPC); meanwhile the influence of amounts of gypsum in
CSA and cement contents in stabilized soils on the strength of stabilized soils were investigated.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests were employed to detect generated hydration products, and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted to analyze microstructures of CSA-stabilized soils. The
results showed that UCS of CSA-stabilized soils at 1, 3, and 28 d firstly increased and then decreased
with contents of gypsum increasing from 0 to 40 wt.%, and CSA-stabilized soils exhibited the highest
UCS when the content of gypsum equaled 25 wt.%. When the mixing amounts of OPC and CSA
were the same, CSA-stabilized soils had a significantly higher early strength (1 and 3 d) than OPC.
For CSA-stabilized soil with 0 wt.% gypsum, monosulfate (AFm) was detected as a major hydration
product. As for CSA-stabilized soil with certain amounts of gypsum, the intensity of ettringite (Aft)
was significantly higher than that in the sample hydrating without gypsum, but a tiny peak of AFm
also could be detected in the sample with 15 wt.% gypsum at 28 d. Additionally, the intensity of
AFt increased with the contents of gypsum increasing from 0 to 25 wt.%. When contents of gypsum
increased from 25 to 40 wt.%, the intensity of AFt tended to decrease slightly, and residual gypsum
could be detected in the sample with 40 wt.% gypsum at 28 d. In the microstructure of OPC-stabilized
soils, hexagonal plate-shaped calcium hydroxide (CH) constituted skeleton structures, and clusters
of hydrated calcium silicates (C-S-H) gel adhered to particles of soils. In the microstructure of CSA-
stabilized soils, AFt constituted skeleton structures, and the crystalline sizes of ettringite increased
with contents of gypsum increasing; meanwhile, clusters of the aluminum hydroxide (AH3) phase
could be observed to adhere to particles of soils and strengthen the interaction.

Keywords: calcium sulfoaluminate cement; stabilized soil; unconfined compressive strength; hydra-
tion products; microstructure; sustainability

1. Introduction

Soft soil deposits exist all over the planet, such as in the economically developed areas
located on the southeast coast of China. Land resources are becoming increasingly scarce
with the development and expansion of these cities. As a result, a large number of struc-
tures need to be built on soft soil foundations. Soft soil is often a challenge for engineers
due to the mechanical properties of poor bearing capacity, low shear strength, and high
compressibility [1–5]. To improve the engineering performance of soft soils, a series of
methods including cement-based stabilization, alkali-activated treatment, and carbonation
techniques are conducted in geotechnical engineering [6–11]. Studies have indicated that
cementation can alter the characteristics of soil behaviors and significantly improve the
strength properties of soft soil. For example, artificial cementation has been applied for
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soil stabilization, for column-type reinforcement in soft soils, in gravity composite struc-
tures, for liquefaction mitigation, and as in-place barriers for cutting off seepage [12–14].
Cement-based stabilization is the most common method for enhancing the performance of
soft soils used in construction projects, in which ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is always
chosen as the binder owing to its easy availability, and extensive literature is available for
reference [15–19]. OPC-treated soil has improved bearing capacity and reduced permeabil-
ity and compressibility [20,21]. For OPC-stabilized soft soils, the strength mainly originates
from hydration reactions of minerals in OPC; furthermore, hydrated calcium silicates (ab-
breviated as C-S-H, in this paper cement abbreviation has been used as followed C: CaO, S:
SiO2, A: Al2O3, $: SO3, H: H2O) and calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2, abbreviated as CH) are
the main hydration products [1,22]. Besides, it should be noted that potential pozzolanic
reactions between calcium hydroxide and alkali active admixtures also contribute to the
strength of OPC-based stabilization in the long term [23].

However, OPC also exhibited a limitation of engineering performance in several
aspects, such as relatively low strength development, and inclined erosion of hardened
pastes [24,25]. On the other hand, OPC poses significant environmental concerns asso-
ciated with carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions released during its manufacturing process.
With the annually increased consumption of OPC, there is a strong need for sustainable
development [26–28]. To improve the performance of cement-based materials and reduce
CO2 emissions, special types of cement were applied as an alternative to OPC in certain
situations, in which calcium sulfoaluminate (CSA) cement has attracted attention [29–32].
CSA has characters of rapid hardening, high early strength, resistance to sulfate attack,
and tailored expansion [33]. The main components of CSA are ye’elimite (C4A3$), belite
(C2S) and gypsum (C$·H2), and the main hydration of CSA at an early stage is the reaction
between C4A3$ and C$·H2 [30,34,35].

In previous studies related to CSA cement-based stabilization, Gastaldi et al. [36] studied
the hydration of CSA cement with different contents of sulfate and silicate. Vinoth et al. [37]
investigated the early strength development of two types of CSA cement using ultrasonic
pulse velocity and measuring unconfined compressive strength. Li and Chang [38] ex-
amined the effects of C$·H2 on the CSA hydration system investigating the mechanical
properties, hydration process, and hydration mechanism. Lan and Glasser [39] investigated
CSA cement hydration by studying scanning electron microscope images and isothermal
calorimetry of CSA cements, simulating various clinker mineralogies including lime, C$·H2,
C2S, and CSA. Tang et al. [40] investigated the hydration stages and phase transforma-
tion between ettringite and monosulfate of CSA cement. Winnefeld and Lothenbach [27]
studied the hydration of CSA with different water-to-cement ratios.

However, the use of CSA cement in geotechnical applications has been explored in
a limited way as yet. Furthermore, soil structure is different from that of cement paste;
hence the experience gained from cement paste cannot be applied directly in soft soil
stabilization [13,28,41]. In this paper, CSA was used to stabilize a type of marine soft soil in
Dalian China. The strength of CSA-stabilized soil was tested and compared to that of OPC;
meanwhile, the influence of amounts of C$·H2 in CSA and cement content in stabilized
soils on the strength of stabilized soils were investigated. X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests
were employed to detect generated hydration products; meanwhile, a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was used to analyze microstructures of CSA-stabilized soils.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Materials of the Experiments

In this manuscript, soft soil was collected from a coastal region in Dalian, a city in
northeast China. OPC and CSA clinker were commercial products and purchased from
Xiaoyetian Cement Company and Beijixiong Cement Company, respectively. C$·H2 was
an analytic reagent. Chemical compositions and particle size distributions of raw materials
are respectively shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of raw materials (wt.%).

Raw Materials CaO Fe2O3 MgO Al2O3 SiO2 SO3 Na2O K2O TiO2 Others

Soft soil 5.55 8.65 6.41 22.48 43.88 0.83 3.42 5.77 2.19 0.82
OPC 73.74 3.42 3.50 5.82 9.15 1.86 0.29 0.90 0.88 0.44

CSA clinker 53.95 2.23 2.60 29.04 3.28 4.85 0.13 0.75 2.93 0.24
Gypsum 41.18 - - - - 58.82 - - - -

 
Figure 1. Particle size distribution of raw materials.

2.2. Specimen Preparation

Collected soft soils were firstly dried in an oven at 100 ◦C for 24 h and sieved through
passing a sieve with 2 mm mesh. Afterward, dried and sieved soils were mixed with
distilled water to prepare wet soils with a water content of 41%, which was closed to the
natural moisture content of the soft soils. CSA clinker and different amounts of C$·H2
were mixed to prepare CSA, and C$·H2 respectively accounted for 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, and 40 wt.% in CSA. For both OPC and CSA, grouts with a binder ratio of 0.5 were
prepared, and then adequately mixed with the wet soils. The procedure above simulated
treating processes in practical engineering to the maximum extent. After mixing, pastes
were poured into a cylindrical mold measuring ϕ5 × H10 cm and cured with sealed plastic
wraps in a chamber under conditions of 20 ± 2 ◦C and more than 95% relative humidity.

2.3. Methods of Tests

After curing for 1, 3, and 28 d, specimens of stabilized soils were tested for uncon-
fined compressive strength (UCS) according to ASTMD-2166 (American Society of Testing
Materials). The rate of loading was controlled to be 1.00 mm/min. For each UCS test, six
specimens were tested to obtain the average value and standard deviation.

At curing ages of 1, 3, and 28 d, a certain amount of crashed hardened paste of
stabilized soil was immersed in isopropanol to remove free water and terminate hydration.
After immersing for 24 h, the hardened pastes of stabilized soils were dried at 35 ◦C and
ground to pass a sieve with 45 μm mesh. XRD was conducted on a Bruker D8 advance
Davinci design X-ray diffractometer (CuKα1,2 radiation, λ1 = 0.15406 nm, λ2 = 0.15444 nm)
to test the ground pastes of stabilized soils. The operating voltage and current were
40 kV and 40 mA, respectively. Patterns of XRD were collected from 5 to 120◦ (2θ) with
a 0.02◦ step size, and each step time equaled 0.1 s. To determine the phases in pastes of
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stabilized soils, Evolution (Bruker) software was used to analyze obtained patterns with
the crystallographic database of ICDD-PDF 2019.

To characterize the microstructures of stabilized soils, the scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) test was performed on a field emission scanning electron microscope
(Zeiss ΣIGMA HD type) with an accelerating voltage of 3/5 kV to examine crushed pieces
of hardened paste.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. UCS of CSA-Stabilized Soil

Gypsum is a significant part of CSA cement, and there is an optimal content of C$·H2
in CSA cement for mortar or concrete of CSA cement. To investigate the influence of
contents of C$·H2 on CSA-stabilized soils, the UCS of CSA-stabilized soils with different
C$·H2 contents were compared in Figure 2 (for both CSA and OPC-stabilized soils in
Figure 2, the ratio of cement to dry soils equaled 0.12).

 
Figure 2. Influence of contents of gypsum on calcium sulfoaluminate cement (CSA)-stabilized soils: (a) unconfined
compressive strength (UCS) of CSA-stabilized soils with different gypsum contents, (b) UCS of ordinary Portland cement
(OPC)-stabilized soils.

As Figure 2 shows, for CSA-stabilized soils, UCS of CSA-stabilized soils at 1, 3, and
28 d firstly increased and then decreased with contents of C$·H2 increasing from 0 to
40 wt.%, and CSA-stabilized soils exhibited the highest UCS when contents of C$·H2
equaled 25 wt.%. It should also be noted that when contents of C$·H2 varied from 0 to
25 wt.%, early strength (1 and 3 d) of CSA-stabilized soils generally exceeded 60% of the
strength at 28 d. However, when contents of C$·H2 were more than 25 wt.%, early strength
of CSA-stabilized soils significantly decreased. In terms of early strength, the UCS of
CSA-stabilized soils with optimal content of C$·H2 (25 wt.%) was more than twice that of
OPC-stabilized soils. However, for strength at 28 d, the UCS of OPC-stabilized soils was
higher than that of all CSA-stabilized soils. Even UCS of CSA-stabilized soils with optimal
content of C$·H2 (the optimal content of C$·H2 for the CSA-stabilized soils was 25 wt.%,
with the maximum UCS being 2966 kPa) was slightly less than that of OPC-stabilized soils
(USC = 3348 kPa). To further investigate the influence of mixing amounts of cement on
stabilized soils, the UCS of OPC and CSA-stabilized soils are compared in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Influence of mixing amounts for different types of cement on UCS of stabilized soils.

As shown in Figure 3, for both CSA and OPC-stabilized soils, UCS at 1, 3, and
28 d gradually increased with mixing amounts of cement increasing from 6 to 15 wt.%.
Meanwhile, it can be also observed that, for stabilized soils with any mixing amounts of
OPC, early strength at 1 and 3 d only achieved approximately 30% and 50% strength at
28 d, respectively. On the other hand, for stabilized soils with any mixing amounts of CSA,
early strength at 1 and 3 d was more than the 50% and 80% strength at 28 d, respectively.
It should be also noted that, when the mixing amounts of OPC and CSA were the same,
strength of OPC-stabilized soils at 28 d was greater than that of CSA, which was more
obvious for mixing amounts of 6 and 9 wt.%. The strength development of stabilized soils
mainly resulted from continuous hydration of CSA and OPC which prolonged until 28 d;
in particular, C2S in both CSA and OPC contributed more to long-term strength.

3.2. Hydration Products of CSA-Stabilized Soil

To investigate the hydration products in OPC and CSA-stabilized soils, XRD tests
were conducted. For determining the distribution ranges of peaks for hydration products,
XRD patterns of OPC and CSA-stabilized soils with 0 and 40 wt.% C$·H2 at 28 d were
chosen to exhibit in Figure 4 (for all patterns, mixing amounts for different types of cement
equaled 12 wt.%).

As Figure 4 shows, certain peaks of all three patterns were overlapped and attributed
to minerals in the soft soil, such as quartz (major peak at 26.7◦), muscovite (major peak at
8.9◦), and potash feldspar (major peak at 27.6◦). It should be noted that major minerals in
the soft soils, including quartz, muscovite, and potash feldspar, are primary minerals with
relatively inert activation, which tend to be stable in cement slurries [42,43]. Additionally,
the peaks for minerals in the soft soil remained stable during the hydration process of CSA
and OPC; thus this paper has not considered chemical interaction between the minerals
in the soft soil used in this paper and cement or the hydration products. Meanwhile,
certain peaks in the XRD patterns can be attributed to hydration products of OPC or CSA.
For OPC-stabilized soil, CH can be detected as a major crystalline hydration product on
account of a peak at 18.1◦. The formation of CH mainly resulted from the hydration of
C3S and partial C2S. According to the stoichiometry of typical C-S-H found in hydrated
OPC, hydration of C3S and C2S can be described by Equation (1) and Equation (2) [44].
As for CSA-stabilized soil, AFt and AFm can be detected as major crystalline hydration
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products due to hydration of C4A3$; meanwhile, residual C$·H2 can also be observed. It
can be also noted that the major peaks for AFt, AFm, and C$·H2 were concentrated in the
range of 6–14◦. To further investigate the influence of amounts of C$·H2 and hydration
age on hydration products in CSA-stabilized soils, XRD patterns in the range of 6–14◦
of CSA-stabilized soils with different amounts of C$·H2 at different hydration ages were
compared in Figure 5.

C3S + 5.3H → 1.3CH + C1.7SH4 (1)

C2S + 4.3H → 0.3CH + C1.7SH4 (2)

 
Figure 4. Typical XRD patterns of OPC- and CSA-stabilized soils.

 
Figure 5. XRD patterns of CSA-stabilized soils with different amounts of gypsum: (a) hydration age
of 1 d, (b) hydration age of 3 d, (c) hydration age of 28 d.
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According to the results in Figure 5, it can be seen that for CSA-stabilized soil with
0 wt.% C$·H2, AFm can be observed, and the formation of AFm can be attributed to
hydration of C4A3$ without C$·H2, which can be described by Equation (3). Meanwhile,
a relatively low-intensity peak for AFt can be also detected at 9.2◦ in the sample without
C$·H2. The formation of small quantities of AFt was attributed to the supersaturation of
sulfate ions at a very early stage of hydration; additionally, sulfate ions in soft soils can
also contribute to the formation of AFt. As for CSA-stabilized soil with certain amounts of
C$·H2, it can be observed that the intensity of AFt was significantly higher than that in the
samples without C$·H2; meanwhile, a tiny peak of AFm can be detected in the sample with
15 wt.% C$·H2 at 28 d. Additionally, it also can be noted that the intensity of AFt increased
with the contents of C$·H2 increasing from 0 to 25 wt.%. However, when contents of
C$·H2 increased from 25 to 40 wt.%, the intensity of AFt tended to decrease slightly, and
residual C$·H2 can be detected in the sample with 40 wt.% C$·H2 at 28 d. Based on the
results of previous studies, in the condition of hydrating with C$·H2, C4A3$ prioritizes to
hydrate with C$·H2, and the reaction can be described by Equation (4). After gypsum is
thoroughly consumed, C4A3$ continues to react according to Equation (3), which leads to
the formation of AFm. Trends of intensity for AFt and C$·H2 in samples of hydrating with
C$·H2 illustrates that for the sample with 15 wt.% gypsum, both reactions of Equation (3)
and Equation (4) occurred during 28 d hydrating age. As for the sample with 25 wt.%
C$·H2, C$·H2 was adequate for the reaction of Equation (4). When the content of C$·H2
equaled 40 wt.%, certain amounts of C$·H2 were residual after the reaction of Equation (4).

C4A3$ + 18H → C4A$H12 + 2AH3 (3)

C4A3$ + 2(C$·H2) + 34H →C6A$3H32 + 2AH3 (4)

3.3. Distinction of Microstructures between OPC- and CSA-Stabilized Soils

Figure 6 shows the SEM images of OPC- and CSA-stabilized soils. As shown in
Figure 6a, hexagonal plate-shaped CH and gelatinous C-S-H can be observed in the mi-
crostructure for OPC-stabilized soils. Hexagonal plate-shaped CH constituted skeleton
structures, and the size approximately ranged from 1 to 3 μm. Meanwhile, clusters of C-S-H
gel adhered to particles of soils, which strengthened the interaction among soil particles.

As for microstructures of CSA-stabilized soils (see Figure 6b–d), AFt with characters of
needle bar granular and nemaline AH3 can be observed. Differing from the microstructure
of OPC-stabilized soils, the needle bar-shaped AFt constituted skeleton structures, and
the sizes of ettringite impacted by contents of C$·H2. Specifically, the sizes of ettringite
fluctuated around 1 μm when the content of C$·H2 equaled 10 wt.% (see Figure 6b). With
a content of C$·H2 increasing to 20 wt.%, sizes of ettringite increased to range from around
2 to 3 μm (see Figure 6c). As shown in Figure 6d, the largest size of ettringite increased
to be more than 4 μm when the content of C$·H2 equaled 25 wt.%. Additionally, for CSA-
stabilized soils with different C$·H2 contents, clusters of AH3 phase could be observed
to adhere to particles of soils and strengthen the interaction, which was similar to that of
C-S-H gel in OPC-stabilized soils.
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Figure 6. SEM images of OPC- and CSA-stabilized soils: (a) OPC-stabilized soils, (b) CSA-stabilized soils with 10 wt.%
gypsum, (c) CSA-stabilized soils with 20 wt.% gypsum, (d) CSA-stabilized soils with 25 wt.% gypsum.

4. Conclusions

Strength performance and microstructure of CSA- and OPC-stabilized soft soils were
compared. Based on test results of UCS, XRD, and SEM, the following conclusions can
be obtained:

(1) UCS of CSA-stabilized soils at 1, 3, and 28 d firstly increased and then decreased
with contents of C$·H2 increasing from 0 to 40 wt.%. The optimum C$·H2 content for
CSA-stabilized soils was 25 wt.%, which means the stabilized soils had the highest
UCS. When the mixing amounts of OPC and CSA were the same, CSA-stabilized soils
had significantly higher early strength (1 and 3 d) than OPC and similar strength at
28 d.

(2) For CSA-stabilized soil with 0 wt.% C$·H2, AFm was detected as a major hydration
product. As for CSA-stabilized soil with certain amounts of C$·H2, the intensity of AFt
was significantly higher than that in the sample hydrating without C$·H2; meanwhile,
a tiny peak of AFm could be also detected in the sample with 15 wt.% C$·H2 at 28 d.
Additionally, the intensity of AFt increased with the contents of gypsum increasing
from 0 to 25 wt.%. When contents of C$·H2 increased from 25 to 40 wt.%, the intensity
of AFt tended to decrease slightly, and residual C$·H2 could be detected in the sample
with 40 wt.% C$·H2 at 28 d.

(3) In the microstructure of OPC-stabilized soils, hexagonal plate-shaped CH constituted
skeleton structures, and clusters of C-S-H gel adhered to particles of soils. In the
microstructure of CSA-stabilized soils, AFt constituted skeleton structures, and the
crystalline sizes of ettringite increased with contents of C$·H2 increasing, meanwhile,
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clusters of AH3 phase could be observed to adhere to particles of soils and strengthen
the interaction.
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Abstract: Plastic materials are widely used in geotechnical engineering, especially as geosynthetics.
The use of plastic-based products involves serious environmental risks caused by their degradation.
Innovative research has been focusing on biodegradable polymers of natural origin, especially on
poly(lactic acid) (PLA), to reduce the use of plastics. This study aims to explore the potentiality of
biopolymers for the production of geogrids, measuring the chemical and mechanical characteristics
of raw materials and of prototype samples, similar to those available on the market. First, chemical
composition and optical purity were determined by hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR)
and polarimetry. Furthermore, samples of uniaxial and biaxial geogrids were custom-molded using
a professional 3D printer. Mechanical properties were measured both on the filament and on the
prototype geogrids. The maximum tensile resistance was 6.76 kN/m for the neat-PLA filament and
10.14 kN/m for uniaxial prototype geogrids produced with PLA-based polymer mixed with titanium
dioxide. PLA-based materials showed higher tensile properties than polypropylene (PP), the most
common petroleum derivative. Conversely, such biomaterials seem to be more brittle and with scarce
elongation rate respect PP. Nonetheless, these results are encouraging and can support the use of
PLA-based materials for innovative biodegradable geosynthetics production, especially if used in
combination with live plants.

Keywords: geosynthetics; poly(lactic acid); biopolymers; geogrids; tensile strength

1. Introduction

In recent years, the European Union (EU) has developed a new economic paradigm to
foster the challenge of sustainability: a Circular Economy approach instead of the classical
Linear Economy [1]. A specific focus is on the plastics that are identified as a priority
and committed itself to “prepare a strategy addressing the challenges posed by plastics
throughout the value chain and taking into account their entire life-cycle”. In 2015, the EU
plastic demand was 49 millions of tons, about 20%of which for the Construction and
Demolition (CaD) sector, which is one of the most challenging fields for reaching the
Circular Economy Strategy objectives [2–4]. The main result of this political effort is that
many European countries have implemented a framework that leads to a recycling rate
of up to 90% as early as the end of 2016. However, this will not be enough because the
European Commission is working on a revision of the essential requirements for the use of
plastics in CaD to ensure by 2030, all plastics will be reusable or easily recycled. Plastics in
CaD are mainly used to produce geosynthetics, i.e., polymeric products used in contact
with soil or rock and/or other geotechnical materials and mainly applied in civil and
environmental engineering. This term covers a wide range of products such as geotextiles,
geomembranes, geogrids, geonets, geocomposites, etc. [5].
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Most geosynthetics are fabricated from petroleum-derived polymers such as the poly-
olefin and polyester family. Polypropylene (PP) covers almost the whole total production
(approximately 90%), whereas polyethylene (PE) accounts for the remaining part [5,6].
In the last 7 decades, the scientific effort has been focusing on the mechanical properties to
make these materials more resistant to degradation by environmental stressors (e.g., air,
ultra-violet (UV) radiation, bacteria) developing mineral fiber reinforced composites and
using additives to improve their stability. Thus, for many applications, biodegradability
was an undesirable property, because the manufactured products must guarantee long
lifespan, low cost, and mechanical properties that ensure great effectiveness. However,
this purpose inevitably drove to a clash with the ecological safety. In fact, polymers are
heavily subject to a wide range of degradation processes. Over time and under common
environmental conditions, plastic composites may degrade into micro-plastics particles
(below 5 mm), which persist into the soil and cause negative environmental effects [7].
Moreover, another threat for the environment is the leaching of additives from the com-
posites. This process is particularly complex because many factors influence the loss of
additives, such as UV radiation, humidity, temperature and product thickness [8].

Thus, since the last decade, there has promptly been an increasing interest for the
natural and biodegradable materials as the biopolymers to replace the synthetic ones in
the worldwide market. This considerable interest in biopolymers is associated with an
increase of environmental awareness that has led to the scientific and industrial community
to search for a good and cost-effective alternative to the conventional materials in several
engineering applications [9].

Among the fully biodegradable polymers, the poly(lactic acid) or polylactide (PLA) is
certainty the most promising [10]. PLA is a thermoplastic, high-strength and high-modulus
polymer [11,12] that has already used on large-scale production and commercialized for
a wide range of fields such as food technology, medical engineering, pharmaceutical,
packaging and agriculture thanks to its huge versatility [13]. Such biopolymer ensures
several advantages in terms of sustainability and eco-compatibility: (i) PLA derives from
renewable agriculture-based resources [14]; (ii) PLA decomposes into non-toxic substances,
as water, carbon dioxide and humus [9,15] (iii) PLA degrades quite slowly [16]; and (iv)
PLA is recyclable and compostable [17]. In addition, neat-PLA has been reinforced with a
wide variety of natural fibers such as bamboo, banana, coir, cotton, flax, hemp, jute, kenaf,
ramie, sisal, etc. [18,19], and is actually used for numerous applications in automotive,
aerospace, construction, civil and the sports and leisure sectors [20–22]. Nevertheless,
these biopolymers are not yet adopted in geotechnical and geo-environmental engineering,
even if few studies focused on geocomposites products [23,24].

In this context, the present study aims to explore the potentiality and the possibility to
use biodegradable polymers, even enhanced with natural fibers, to replace the common
petroleum-derivatives polymers in the production of geosynthetics for geo-environmental
and geotechnical applications. For pursuing the main objective, this research joins a detailed
literature review with specific laboratory measurements to provide a comprehensive and
integrated framework for assessing the usability in function of the geo-environmental
application. Specific purposes are:

- to explore the market of PLA-based materials and to analyze the recent scientific re-
search aiming at developing innovative bioplastics. The state-of-the-art will provide a
complete spectrum of the availability/progress of technology on this kind of materials
and the most common applications;

- to produce prototype samples with standard geometry using biopolymers already
available on the market and to repeat the chemical and mechanical characterization of
these samples;

- to compare the prototype samples produced with different materials analyzing ad-
vantages and disadvantage.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. State-of-the-Art: Neat-PLA and PLA-Based Materials

PLA is a linear aliphatic thermoplastic polyester derived from lactic acid, one of the
simplest chiral molecules, obtained by the fermentation of renewable and biodegradable
plant species, such as corn or rice starch and sugar feedstock [25]. Lactic acid exists in form
of two different stereo isomers: L- and D-lactic acid; however, when lactic acid is produced
by fermentation, it is largely composed by L-isomer (PLLA) for 99.5%, whereas by D-isomer
for 0.5% [18]. From lactic acid, PLA can be produced through different processes: direct
condensation, azeotropic dehydrative condensation or ring-opening polymerization [26].

Physical and mechanical properties of neat-PLA are related to its composition (i.e.,
isomers), processing temperature, annealing, time and molecular weight [27]. Hardness,
stiffness, crease, and melting points are linked to the crystallization behavior, which in turn
depends on the stereochemistry and thermal history. Among all factors influencing the
mechanical properties of neat-PLA, the polymerization process does not apparently cause
significant variations [11]. Such mechanical properties have been largely investigated since
the late 1990s, thus large amount of data is available from scientific literature, and pro-
ducer’s technical sheets (Table 1). On average, neat-PLA has good mechanical properties:
a tensile strength (TS) from 23 to 70 MPa, a tensile modulus or Young’s modulus (YM)
from 2.3 to 3.8 GPa, and an elongation at break (EL) about 4%. Such variability mainly
depends on the polymer characteristics, such as molecular weight and specific gravity.
Since the neat-PLA cannot always meet all the requirements for different fields, a common
solution consists of incorporating natural fibers for improving specific properties [28–33].
However, a significant gap appears when comparing the measurements of mechanical
properties on the neat-PLA with PLA blended with natural fibers, especially in terms of
data availability. Most of studies have been recently carried out since a decade ago and
have been summarized in Table 2.

The results of these studies underlined how the mechanical properties of the bio-
composites can be significantly altered by constituent structures, contents, and production
process. In several cases, the addition of natural fibers to neat-PLA improved the tensile
resistance of the polymer up to 80–100% (Figure 1). Plackett et al. (2003) [34] and Ben
and Kihara (2007) [35] observed an increase of TS from 55 up to more than 100 MPa
reinforcing neat-PLA with jute fibers and kenaf fibers, respectively. Excellent improvement
of mechanical resistance from 7 to 17 MPa occurred for a neat-PLA blended with corn husk
and silane [36]. In addition, satisfactory results, in terms of TS, were obtained in several
studies using fibers derived by herbaceous and woody plants. Molding neat-PLA and other
natural fibers, Graupner et al. (2009) [37] observed an increase of TS between 37% and 100%
using cotton and hemp fibers, according to the fiber content. Similar results were found
using the ramie and flax fibers: TS increases of +36% and of +23%, respectively [38,39].
Interesting results were obtained using also fibers derived from synthetic cellulose as rayon.
Despite such encouraging results, in other cases, conversely, fiber addition to neat-PLA led
to a decrease of tensile strength if compared with pure polymer, for example wood-flour
addition decreased PLA TS from 67 MPa to 40–57 MPa [40]. Also blends with milkweed,
lesquerella, or cuphea were not successful in enhancing mechanical properties of PLA.
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Figure 1. Change in percent in terms of Tensile Strength and Elastic Modulus measured between
neat-PLA and PLA-based materials.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical characteristics of neat-PLA [41]. SG is the specific gravity, EL is the elongation at break,
TS is the tensile strength and YM is the Young’s modulus.

Supplier and Product Form Process
SG

(g/cc)
EL
(%)

TS
(MPa)

YM
(GPa)

NatureWorks Biopolymer
3D850 Filament Extrusion-Injection molding 1.24 3.3 50.0 2.3

NatureWorks Biopolymer
3D870 Filament Extrusion-Injection molding 1.22 4.0 40.0 2.9

NatureWorks Biopolymer
4043D Filament Extrusion-Injection molding 1.24 6.0 53.0 3.6

NatureWorks Biopolymer
4032D Resin Extrusion-Injection molding 1.24 6.0 53.0 3.5

NatureWorks Biopolymer
4042D Film Melt blending-Compression

molding 1.25 3.6 56.3 3.3–3.8

colorFabb PLA Economy Filament Extrusion-Injection molding 1.20–1.30 6.0 45.0 3.4
colorFabb SteelFill Filament Extrusion-Injection molding 1.13 1.0–3.0 23.0 -

NatureWorks Biopolymer
2000D Film Extrusion-Thermoforming 1.25 6.0 53.0 3.5

NatureWorks Biopolymer
3010D Film Extrusion-Injection molding 1.21 2.5 48.0 -

NatureWorks Biopolymer
2002D Resin Extrusion-Injection molding 1.24 2.0 60.0 3.5

NatureWorks Biopolymer
2002D Resin Extrusion-Blown molding 1.24 2.1 34.6 3.5

NatureWorks Biopolymer
4042D Film Melt blending-Compression

molding 1.25 7.4 70.2 3.3

NatureWorks Biopolymer
4042D Film Extrusion-Injection molding 1.25 1.0 38.0 3.8

NatureWorks Biopolymer
2002D Resin Melt blending-Compression

molding 1.24 4.5 55.0 3.5

NatureWorks Biopolymer
4032D Resin Extrusion-Injection molding 1.24 5.0 65.0 3.5

NatureWorks Biopolymer
2000D Film Casting (chloroform) 1.25 7.9 24.8 3.5
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Table 2. Main characteristics of PLA-based composites collected from the literature. C is the fiber content, PT is the
processing temperature, TS is the tensile strength, YM is the Young’s modulus, and EL is the elongation at break. In bold
font, the measurements related to neat-PLA. The values in bold refer to neat-PLA.

Reinforced-PLA Processing
C

(%)
PT

(◦C)
TS

(MPa)
YM

(GPa)
EL
(%)

neat-PLA blended with
jute fibers (Corchorus capsularis)

[34]
film-stacking

0 190 55.0 3.5 2.1
40 180 72.7 8.1 1.5
40 190 89.3 8.5 1.8
40 200 93.5 8.7 1.6
40 210 100.5 9.4 1.6
40 220 98.5 9.5 1.5

neat-PLA blended with
cuphea oil-seeds

(Cuphea viscosissima × C. lanceolata)
[42]

twin-screw extrusion

0 160 72.0 1.2 14.5
8 156 62.6 1.4 7.8

15 153 51.4 1.4 6.1
22 155 41.9 1.5 5.4
30 150 37.9 1.5 7.9
45 148 21.2 1.5 4.6

neat-PLA blended with
lesquerella oil-seeds
(Lesquerella fenderli)

[42]

twin-screw extrusion

0 160 72.0 1.2 14.5
8 156 58.9 1.4 8.8

15 156 48.9 1.4 7.6
22 155 45.6 1.4 5.4
30 154 32.2 1.3 7.9
45 149 18.5 1.2 4.6

neat-PLA blended with
milkweed oil-seeds

(Asclepias syriaca and Asclepias speciose)
[42]

twin-screw extrusion

0 160 72.0 1.2 14.5
8 154 48.1 1.5 20.1

15 155 35.2 1.4 34.6
22 155 30.3 1.3 30.4
30 155 25.3 1.2 23.1
45 155 14.7 1.0 14.3

neat-PLA [37]

compression molding

0 160–170 30.1 3.8 0.8
neat-PLA blended with

cotton fibers (Gossypium sp.)
[37]

40 160–170 41.2 4.2 3.1

neat-PLA blended with
kenaf fibers (Hibiscus cannabinus)

[37]
40 160–170 52.9 7.1 1.1

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa)

[37]
40 160–170 57.5 8.1 1.2

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa) and
kenaf fibers (Hibiscus cannabinus)

[37]

20/20 160–170 61.0 7.8 1.2

neat-PLA blended with
ramie fibers (Boehmeria nivea)

[32,39]

- 0 170 45.2 2.6 1.2

compression molding 30 170 52.5 4.3 3.2
30 ** 170 66.8 4.5 4.8

twin-screw extrusion 30 170 59.3 2.3 4.1

neat-PLA blended with
bamboo fibers

[43]
-

0 170 61.9 3.4
35 170 80.6 5.9
35 170 61.9 5.2

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa)

[44]
compression molding

0 170 35.0 3.5 6.0
30 ** 170 39.3 7.6

30 170 41.1 5.6
40 ** 170 54.6 8.5

40 170 44.6 7.4
50 ** 170 41.8 7.0

50 170 43.7 7.0
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Table 2. Cont.

Reinforced-PLA Processing
C

(%)
PT

(◦C)
TS

(MPa)
YM

(GPa)
EL
(%)

neat-PLA blended with
jute fibers (Corchorus capsularis)

[45]
compression molding

0 180 34.6 3.5 2.1
5 200 23.6 2.5 6.4

10 200 38.2 2.8 5.7
15 200 44.8 3.3 5.8
5 210 24.6 2.2 5.6

10 210 35.7 2.4 5.6
15 210 44.6 3.6 5.2
5 220 23.7 2.3 5.6

10 220 28.7 2.9 5.2
15 220 38.1 3.7 5.4

neat-PLA blended with
flax fibers

(Linum usitastissimum L.
and Linum Linacea)

[38]
compression and

injection

0 180 44.5 3.1

10 180 42.7 3.9
20 180 49.2 5.1
30 180 54.2 6.3

neat-PLA blended with
rayon fibers [38]

10 180 50.4 3.3
20 180 50.8 4.0
30 180 58.0 4.8

neat-PLA [46]

single-screw extrusion
and injection

0 63.0 3.4
neat-PLA blended with

abaca fibers (Musa textilis)
[46]

30 180 74.0 8.0

neat-PLA blended with
man-made cellulose fibers

[46]
30 180 92.0 5.8

neat-PLA blended with
flax fibers (Linum usitatissimum)

[47]

twin-screw
extrusion and

compression molding

0 190 50.0 3.4 2.0
30 190 53.0 8.3 1.0
40 190 44.0 7.3 0.9

neat-PLA blended with
banana fibers (Musa indica)

[48]
compression molding

0 190 38 3.6 2.9
10 ** 190 10.6 4.0 1.5
20 ** 190 13.0 4.2 1.1
30 ** 190 14.6 4.6 1.1
40 ** 190 7.8 4.7 0.9

neat-PLA blended with
banana fibers (Musa indica)

[49]
compression molding 0 39.3 1.2 2.5

20 185 46.3 6.6 0.2

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa)

[50]
hot pressing

0 58.8 2.5
6 170 65.7 3.0

20 170 68.7 3.4

neat-PLA blended with
kenaf fibers (Hibiscus cannabinus)

[35]
hot pressing 0 55.4 1.4 4.8

38 185 111.6 5.9 2.7

neat-PLA blended with
bamboo fibers

[51]
film-stacking 0 54.3 3.2 5.3

50 160 77.58 1.8 14.6

neat-PLA blended with
wood-flour

[40]
hot pressing

0 67.4 2.1 5.1
10 200 57.5 2.3 3.4
20 200 52.5 2.5 2.9
30 200 51.4 2.7 2.4
40 200 49.3 2.7 2.5
50 200 44.8 3.2 1.9
60 200 40.7 3.2 1.8
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Table 2. Cont.

Reinforced-PLA Processing
C

(%)
PT

(◦C)
TS

(MPa)
YM

(GPa)
EL
(%)

neat-PLA blended with
silk fibers

[21]
twin-screw extrusion

0 180 70.73 3.2 5.5

5 180 70.6 4.1 3.8

neat-PLA blended with
kenaf fibers (Hibiscus cannabinus)

[52]
hot pressing

0 180 58.2 8.7 1.9
10 180 23.0 3.2
20 180 27.3 3.8
30 180 31.9 4.4 0.7
40 180 18.2 2.1
50 180 15.3 2.0

neat-PLA blended with
bamboo fibers

[53]
compression molding

0 49.8 2.6 3.1
10 180 35.1 2.6 2.3
20 180 34.1 2.7 2.4
30 180 28.6 2.7 2.6
40 180 28.2 3.0 1.8
50 180 23.8 3.4 1.6

neat-PLA
[54]

injection 0 160 51.9 1.1 8.8
compression molding 0 160 55.7 0.6 15.5

neat-PLA blended with
jute fibers (Corchorus capsularis)

[54]

injection 20 160 55.3 1.7 4.7

compression molding 20 160 50.8 0.8 8.2

neat-PLA blended with
jute fibers (Corchorus capsularis)

and natural rubber [54]

injection 20/10 160 17.2 1.2 2.3

compression molding 20/10 160 15.4 0.6 9.4

neat-PLA
[36]

single-screw extrusion

0 7.2 0.5
0 ** 160 13.7 0.3

neat-PLA blended
with corn husk

[36]

1.5 ** 160 15.0 0.4
2.5 ** 160 14.2 0.4
3.5 ** 160 13.9 0.4

neat-PLA blended with
corn husk and treated with silane

[36]

3/1.5 160 15.0 0.4
5/1.5 160 17.1 0.7
7/1.5 160 16.0 0.6
10/1.5 160 14.0 0.4

neat-PLA [55]
-

0 67.3 3.7 6.6
neat-PLA blended with

flax fibers (Linum usitatissimum)
[55]

20 190–230 64.4 6.2 6.2

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa)

[55]
20 190–230 71.0 6.8 5.8

neat-PLA [56]

twin-screw extrusion

0 35.1 2.5

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa)

[56]

10 ** 160 37.7 3.4
20 ** 160 28.5 3.4
30 ** 160 23.2

neat-PLA blended with
harakeke fibers (Phormium tenax)

[56]

10 ** 170 33.5 2.7
20 ** 170 36.8 4.3
30 ** 170 27.6 4.1

neat-PLA blended with
Osage orange fibers (Maclura pomifera)

[42]
single-screw extrusion

0 57.5 0.6 18.6
10 150–170 49.2 0.6 11.4
25 150–170 36.9 0.6 8.0

neat-PLA blended with
flax fibers (Linum usitatissimum)

[57]
injection

0 60.1 3.6 2.4
20 220 55.5 6.4 1.4
30 220 53.1 7.3 1.1
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Table 2. Cont.

Reinforced-PLA Processing
C

(%)
PT

(◦C)
TS

(MPa)
YM

(GPa)
EL
(%)

neat-PLA [58]

hot pressing

0 45.3 1.2

neat-PLA blended with
jute fibers (Corchorus capsularis)

[58]

10 170 47.3 2.0
20 170 49.1 3.2
30 170 50.6 3.4
40 170 47.1 2.7
50 170 43.3 2.0

neat-PLA blended with
ramie fibers (Boehmeria nivea)

[58]

10 170 49.7 2.2
20 170 50.8 3.6
30 170 52.5 3.2
40 170 46.1 2.5
50 170 44.7 2.2

neat-PLA blended with
wood-flour

[59]
injection

0 67.9 4.2 4.4
7.5 160–170 54.8 4.5 2.8
15 160–170 52.0 6.0 2.0

neat-PLA blended with
hemp fibers (Cannabis sativa)

[60]
twin-screw extrusion

0 51.4 3.2 4.5
3 170–180 52.5 3.4 4.1

3 ** 170–180 55.7 3.8 3.1
6 170–180 53.2 3.8 2.9

6 ** 170–180 59.3 4.4 1.8

neat-PLA blended with
microfibrillated cellulose

[61]
hot pressing

0 164 57.7 3.3 6.8
3 164 61.4 3.8 2.7
5 164 63.4 3.9 2.5

10 164 65.4 4.5 2.2
20 164 70.2 5.2 1.9

neat-PLA blended with
toddy palm fibers

(Borassus Flabellifer)
[62]

compression molding 0 52.7 2.0

30 180 25.0 2.0 9.1

neat-PLA blended with
hybrid sisal and coir fibers

[63]

hot compression
molding

0 53.6 1.3
10 180 41.7 1.4
20 180 39.9 1.5
30 180 38.0 1.6
40 180 33.6 1.5

neat-PLA blended with
hybrid sisal and coir fibers

[64]
hot pressing

0 23.5 1.2 2.3
5 180 3.9 1.5 0.4

10 180 2.1 1.2 0.5
20 180 5.7 1.5 0.8
30 180 8.4 0.4 3.3

** indicates that the biomaterials were alkali-treated.

2.2. Tested Biomaterials

This study conducted a series of analysis on 6 different biomaterials and 2 petroleum-
derivates. The selection was carried out considering the availability on the market, adapt-
ability for the 3D printing process (i.e., consumables for 3D printers), eco-compatibility,
and slow degradation rate. This choice allowed to produce uniaxial and biaxial prototype
geogrids using a 3D printing processes. Based on the requirements, a total of 6 materials in
form of 1.75 mm diameter filament were selected:

• neat-PLA filament (n-PLA; PLA, Orbi-Tech© company, Leichlingen, Germany);
• neat-PLA filament containing co-polyesters and non-toxic additives to enhance 3D

printing performance (ad-PLA; PLA NX2, Extrudr© company, Lauterach, Austria);
• neat-PLA filament containing polymeric additives and titanium dioxide for improving

the strength performance under thermal treatment (ht-PLA; HTPLA V3, Proto-Pasta©,
Protoplant, Vancouver, WA, USA);
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• hemp fibers reinforced-PLA filament containing approximately 20% of raw fibers
(h-PLA; HempBioPlastic, Kànesis©, MICA company, Catania, Italy);

• cork fibers reinforced-PLA filament containing approximately 20% of raw fibers (c-
PLA; Corkfill, ColorFabb© company, Belfeld, The Netherlands);

• wood fibers reinforced-PLA filament containing approximately 20% of raw fibers
(w-PLA; Woodfill, ColorFabb© company, Belfeld, The Netherlands).

Moreover, PP (Renkforce©, Conrad Electronic, Hirschau, Germany) and polyethylene
terephthalate glycol PETG (XYZprinting©, Taipei, Taiwan) filaments were tested and used
for producing prototype geogrids for a comparison with biopolymer-based filaments and
prototype samples.

2.3. Chemical and Mechanical Characterization of Biomaterials

A detailed characterization was carried out on the selected biomaterials. First, the chem-
ical characterization of PLA-based samples was obtained through optical purity analysis
and 1H-NMR spectroscopy to determinate enantiomeric ratio of the two lactic acid stereoiso-
mers composing the PLA-based samples, and their structure. Specific optical rotation ([α]D)
was registered with a JASCO P-2000 polarimeter, at 25 ◦C with a wavelength of 589 nm.
PLA-based samples were solubilized in chloroform (CHCl3) at a concentration of 1.00 g/dL.
If necessary, some solutions were filtered with polytetrafluoroethylene syringe filters to
avoid the insoluble particulate to interfere with the polarimetric analysis. Optical purity
was calculated referring to the [α]D value of pure poly (L-lactic acid). Equation (1) defines
the percentage of optical purity (OP):

OP(%) =
[α]25

589
−156

· 100 (1)

where [α] is the specific rotation observed and −156 is the specific rotation for L-lactic acid
enantiopure PLA, at a concentration of 1 g/dL at 25 ◦C [65]. NMR spectra were recorded at
25 ◦C with a Bruker AV 600 spectrometer at 600 MHz. Samples were prepared solubilizing
PLA in CDCl3 in a range of concentration of 3–6 mg/mL.

Mechanical tests were performed using a Universal Testing Machine (MTS Criterion
Model 44, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) equipped with universal
clamps (with a distance between the jaws of 10 cm) that avoided sample damage at the
clamping points according to ASTM D6637 standard. Tensile force (in N) was exerted by a
system of gears at a rate of 10 mm/min and it was measured as a function of the strain by
a load cell (F.S. = 5000 N). The tensile force at the point of rupture was taken as the peak
load, and TS (MPa) was calculated by dividing the breaking force by the cross-sectional
area of the filament (mm2). For model geogrids, TS (kN/m) was calculated by dividing the
breaking force by the sample width.

2.4. Prototypes Building and Testing

In geotechnical engineering research, the geosynthetics and in particular geogrids
have been tested into physical model experiments: from the small-scale and large-scale
laboratory tests to full-scale field tests. Certainly, full-scale model tests are more represen-
tative of field conditions, but they are very expensive and inevitably present difficulties
associated with the model preparation [66,67]. In the literature, small-scale test results are
compared to those obtained by full-scale ones [68–70]. Moreover, 3D printing has become
a revolutionary technology and has proven to be an important tool for many fields of
engineering applications. Thanks to the flexibility of this technology, 3D printers quickly
transform theoretical design concepts into prototypes, on which it is possible to verify
their feasibility. The pioneering studies that underlined how 3D printing can support
geotechnical engineering are recent [71–74]. This technology allows better understanding
of the mechanical behavior of innovative elements of geotechnical structures testing mate-
rials, geometries, and positions. Recently, Stathas et al. (2017) [74] using this technology,
successfully fabricated and tested standard prototypes of model geogrids according to the
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technical specifications of the geotechnical literature [70,75]. The TS of model geogrids
used in 1:N-reinforced soil models must be 1/N2 of that of full-scale geogrids when the
test is carried out under 1-g condition, or n/N2 of that of prototype (small-scale geogrids)
under n-g condition in centrifuge tests. Please note that N represents the scale of a reduced
model and n is the level of gravity that the model is subjected to; usually, n is set equal to
N [76].

For this study, two model geogrids were designed and tested on a scale of 1:5 so that
could be used to investigate the behavior of geosynthetics-reinforced soil structures in 5× g
centrifuge models. Uniaxial and biaxial geogrids were designed scaling to 1:5 the standard
dimensions of full-scale geogrids available on the market. The prototype samples were
produced by a Sharebot NG 2 printer using the manufacturing technology of the fused
filament fabrication (a common 3D printing process for thermoplastic materials) and the
printer feedstock is a continuous filament. The dimensions of the prototype samples were
50 mm width × 150 mm length, and 0.5 mm thick, with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. Mechanical
tests were carried out on 1.75 mm diameter filaments and on 3D printed geogrids samples.

3. Results

3.1. Chemical and Mechanical Characterization of Biomaterials

The average [α]D values of samples containing PLA are showed in Table 3. Neat PLA
showed a specific rotation value of −128.70 ± 1.40◦ that was the highest recorded followed
by h-PLA and c-PLA with −110.05 ± 1.56◦ and −107.62 ± 0.16◦, respectively. In contrast,
the lowest [α]D values were recorded for ht-PLA and ad-PLA, with −70.75 ± 1.01◦ and
−35.50 ± 0.14◦ respectively. Optical purity values, for being calculated on the base of [α]D,
presented the same trend: n-PLA showed the highest value of 81.96 ± 0.52% while ad-PLA
the lowest, with 23.50 ± 0.05%.

Table 3. Results of chemical properties: specific rotation [α]D (◦) and optical purity OP (%).

Biomaterial [α]D (◦) OP (%)

n-PLA −128.70 ± 1.40 81.96 ± 0.52
ad-PLA −35.50 ± 0.14 23.50 ± 0.05
ht-PLA −70.75 ± 1.01 45.73 ± 0.18
h-PLA −110.05 ± 1.56 70.54 ± 1.30
c-PLA −107.62 ± 0.16 68.63 ± 0.09
w-PLA −102.17 ± 0.14 67.47 ± 0.07

The structure of n-PLA was confirmed by NMR analysis in all the samples. In the pro-
tonic spectrum a quartet and a doublet were observed at 5.15 and 1.57 ppm. Those signals
are typical of the CH and CH3 groups of the polymeric chain. In the protonic spectrum,
a weak quartet at 4.35 ppm was also visible and compatible with the terminal CH. The re-
sults obtained by h-PLA 1H-NMR spectrum showed other signals in the central region,
between 3.3 and 4.5 ppm, and intense high-field peaks, whereas other weak high-field
peaks that could refer to compound sugars, were evident at 0.86 ppm (triplet), at 1.23 ppm
(singlet) and 1.52 ppm (singlet). Thanks to the filtration process, the protonic spectrum
of sample ad-PLA showed higher resolution. Signals compatible with an organic com-
pound part of the solution (about 10%) were detected. In particular, the double triplets
resonating at 4.07 and 4.38 could be attributed to methylenic structures of a polyesteric
chain (O-CH2-CH2-O-COO-) and the signal at 2.31 ppm could be ascribed to a methylene
group adjacent to an esteric group (CH2-COO-). The ht-PLA spectra resulted comparable
before and after filtration. The structure of PLA was confirmed but signals compatibles
with lactide were detected at 1.7 and 5.0 ppm. No other organic compound was detected.
The c-PLA and w-PLA samples showed similar protonic spectra overlapping the quartet
signals that were detected at 5.17 and 5.24 ppm. Other signals between 1.3 and 2.7 ppm
among with polyesteric chains signals (about 10%) were highlighted.
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From the mechanical point of view, the measurements carried out with the tensile tests
provided a preliminary characterization of these materials: the results are summarized
in Table 4. The filaments of n-PLA showed the most tensile resistant than the others
with a TS of 51.93 ± 2.28 MPa. Among the PLA-based polymers, the filaments of the
additive-enriched PLA, i.e., ad-PLA and ht-PLA, provided a relevant tensile resistance
ranging between 34 MPa to 49 MPa. Conversely, a gap was evident comparing n-PLA and
the additive-enriched PLA with the natural fibers reinforced-PLA. In fact, h-PLA, c-PLA,
and w-PLA showed an average of TS equal to 23 MPa, 28 MPa, and 29 MPa, respectively.

Table 4. Measurements of mechanical properties obtained by tensile tests: tensile strength (TS),
Young modulus (YM) and elongation rate (EL).

Biomaterial TS (MPa) YM (GPa) EL (%)

n-PLA 51.93 ± 2.28 2.70 ± 1.82 5.87 ± 2.53
ad-PLA 34.60 ± 1.00 2.89 ± 0.72 4.53 ± 0.62
ht-PLA 47.28 ± 1.72 3.44 ± 0.52 6.89 ± 1.73
h-PLA 23.00 ± 4.56 3.73 ± 1.01 3.08 ± 1.06
c-PLA 27.58 ± 0.34 2.74 ± 0.67 3.83 ± 0.15
w-PLA 28.74 ± 0.58 3.37 ± 1.63 3.80 ± 0.71

3.2. Prototypes Samples Building and Testing

The prototypes were produced with a Sharebot NG2 3D printer with Fused Deposition
Modeling technology overlapping two thin layers of fused material. The extrusion temper-
atures ranged between 190 and 220 ◦C although it depends on which biomaterial must be
printed. All the prototype samples met the necessary demands of accuracy in dimension
variability [74]. In particular, the error was ±0.06 mm along the planar directions, whereas
was ±0.0025 mm in thickness. The excellent accuracy did not completely prevent the lack
of defects, generally concentrated in the junctions. Figure 2 shows some examples of the
prototype samples of geogrids produced using n-PLA and h-PLA.

 

Figure 2. Examples of (a) uniaxial and (b) biaxial prototype geogrids produced using n-PLA (black) and h-PLA (brown)
prototype geogrids.

As expected, evident differences were observed conducting tests on uniaxial and
biaxial prototype samples. For all materials, the uniaxial geogrids provide a more consistent
tensile resistance than the biaxial ones. The increase of TS varies from 48% of the n-PLA to
215% in the case of ad-PLA. Conversely, such difference is attenuated in the case of PETG
and PP samples. In terms of TS, good performance was provided by n-PLA and additives-
enhanced PLA prototypes. In particular, n-PLA uniaxial geogrids were characterized by an
average TS of 6.76 ± 0.19 kN/m and by a pronounced elastic deformation phase (Figure 3).
Biaxial samples provided a lower value of TS (4.56 ± 0.75 kN/m) and showed a marked
with a strain at break less than 2%.
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Figure 3. Stress-strain curves of n-PLA prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

Considering all the biomaterials, ht-PLA is the more resistant in both uniaxial and
biaxial cases with TS values of 10.14 ± 1.50 kN/m and 6.71 ± 0.15 kN/m respectively
(Figure 4). However, it was meanwhile the stiffest one. Analyzing the stress-strain curves,
the plastic deformation phase seems to be completely absent and the strain at break is
slightly more than 2%. In the case of ad-PLA, uniaxial geogrids showed a good ten-
sile resistance with 6.69 ± 1.90 kN/m with an elongation at break up to 8% (Figure 5).
This condition represents the best performance in terms of the elongation rate than the
other prototypes produced with other biomaterials. Biaxial samples provided a lower TS
(2.12 ± 1.26 kN/m) and a significant lower strain at break. Samples of PLA-reinforced
with natural fibers yielded lower values in terms of TS and the same strain rate at break,
if compared to the neat biomaterial. Uniaxial prototypes made using h-PLA showed a TS of
4.44 ± 1.26 kN/m, while biaxial ones 2.73 ± 1.08 kN/m (Figure 6). The prototypes contain-
ing hemp fibers resulted about 35% less resistant and less elastic than the corresponding
in neat-PLA. In addition, h-PLA was the worst resistant biomaterial, without showing a
relevant improvement in terms of elasticity. Undoubtedly, a certain uncertainty was related
to the difficulties for reproducing the geometry of the prototype samples during the 3D
printing process. Such fact was probably caused by the extreme stiffness of this biomaterial.
Weak resistance was shown by geogrid prototypes produced with w-PLA. They did not
provide satisfactory results both in tensile resistance and elasticity, with a recorded TS
of 3.5 ± 1.04 kN/m for uniaxial models and 2.84 ± 0.73 kN/m for biaxial ones (strain
at break <2%) (Figure 7). Conversely, c-PLA uniaxial geogrids combine a moderate TS
with an encouraging strain at break compared to the PLA samples blended with the other
natural fibers (hemp and wood blends) (Figure 8). TS was 4.49 ± 1.22 kN/m, whereas the
elongation at break was over 8%. Biaxial models produced variable stress-strain curves
with lower resistant characteristics: TS was 1.93 ± 0.53 kN/m.
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Figure 4. Stress-strain curves of ht-PLA prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

Figure 5. Stress-strain curves of ad-PLA prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

Figure 6. Stress-strain curves of h-PLA prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.
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Figure 7. Stress-strain curves of w-PLA prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

Figure 8. Stress-strain curves of c-PLA prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

For a comparison with the commonly used materials, additional mechanical tests
were conducted on PETG and PP prototype geogrids. The results pointed out two opposite
behaviors, both for uniaxial and biaxial samples. As shown in Figure 9, TS values were
5.03 ± 0.46 kN/m and 4.89 ± 0.46 kN/m respectively for uniaxial and biaxial geogrids,
whereas the elongation at break never exceeded 3% in all cases. Such results are very similar
in both the prototype configurations. On the other hand, PP geogrids were characterized
by a lower TS at yield, 1.04 ± 0.08 kN/m, and by a long elastic deformation phase followed
by a likewise plastic deformation phase (Figure 10) with an elongation at break of 15–20%
for the uniaxial model and 30–40% for the biaxial.

Finally, the mechanical tests conducted on the plastic-based materials allowed to
compare the results and to discuss the intrinsic properties of biomaterials. PLA-natural
fibers models were, on average, 35% less resistant to tension when compared with n-PLA
ones; so, apparently, the geogrids geometry reduced the gap among the TS values of the
biomaterials measured on the filaments. The ht-PLA made geogrids were the most tensile
resistant and the only ones that presented TS values greater than n-PLA. Although the
encouraging observations, all the PLA-based geogrid prototypes are very stiff. In fact,
despite PP prototypes showed very low resistance to tension stress, they ensure a significant
elasticity that, in some cases, must be requested for several geoengineering applications.
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Figure 9. Stress-strain curves of PETG prototype geogrids: the continuous line corresponds to the
biaxial samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

Figure 10. Stress-strain curves of PP prototype geogrids. In the inside panels, the stress-strain
curves are zoomed to distinguish their characteristics. The continuous line corresponds to the biaxial
samples, whereas the dotted line to the uniaxial ones.

4. Discussion

4.1. An Overview of Biomaterials: From the Mechanical Properties to the Biodegradation

Many authors have already demonstrated through observations and measurements
how the PLA-based biopolymer provides better performance in terms of mechanical
resistance than other plastic-derived materials as PP [25]. In the present study, the measure-
ments confirmed that PLA-based materials, in the most of cases, are more resistant under
tensile stress than PP and PETG. In addition, it is significant how PP showed the lowest
TS. Conversely, as expected, PLA and its blends showed to be very brittle with a scarce
elongation at break. All tested materials exhibited an average elongation rate at break
approximately to 2%, 600 times smaller than PP. This evidence causes some restrictions in
its application and especially in civil engineering where the materials have to guarantee
plastic deformation under high stress [16].

Concerning the integration of natural fibers, a discrepancy is evident between additive-
enriched PLA filaments (ad-PLA and ht-PLA) and PLA-natural fibers blends (h-PLA,
c-PLA and w-PLA). The natural fibers that integrated the neat-PLA matrix showed a
maximum TS (23–28 MPa) lower than the n-PLA, partially offset by an increase of elasticity
(approximately 3 GPa of YM) [77]. Thus, the present study did not assure that integrating
PLA matrix with natural fibers provides noticeable advantages in terms of physical and
mechanical properties respect than the neat material.
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This range of values agree with other experiences conducted on PLA-based materials
(Table 2) and includes the effects due to several factors such as the technology of 3D
printer, the production process, the constituent structure, and contents. In particular,
the different fabrication processes (fused deposition modeling, powder bed fusion, inject
printing, stereolithography, direct energy deposition, laminated object manufacturing)
are of relevant importance [78–80]. Among this variety of methods, however, the fused
filament fabrication, the most used in the maker community and adopted in the present
study, offers many advantages among which a relatively low melting point and a low
request of energy [81]. Nevertheless, 3D process can induce an excessive porosity and
crystallization among the layers, affecting the quality of the final product. To reduce the
defects and improve the mechanical properties, a heat treatment post-3D printing could be
an effective solution [82].

Another element of discussion is the degradability of PLA-based materials. The degra-
dation of PLA can occur through abiotic process by the hydrolysis and/or biotic process
by bacterial, fungal, and enzymatic activities. PLA clearly shows its eco-compatible char-
acteristics decomposing into water, carbon dioxide and humus [15,17,83]. Despite its
eco-friendly nature, PLA is moderately resistant to degradation processes, although can
be influenced by several factors, including PLA own properties, as molecular weight
and crystallinity, and environmental factors, such as humidity, temperature, pH and UV
light [26]. For civil engineering applications, it is important to verify the biodegradation
into the soil. On this topic, several studies carrying out soil burial tests investigated the
decomposition of PLA under different shapes and its composites [64,84]. Generally, 1-year
burial leads to minimal degradation under natural conditions (25 ◦C) [85–87]. Generally,
PLA degradation in soil is slower than in compost medium because the latter usually
has a higher moisture content and temperature range, enhancing PLA hydrolysis and
assimilation by thermophilic microorganisms [88]. In addition, Calmon et al. (1999) [89]
monitored the biodegradability of PLA films over 20 months showing minimal degradation
or finding clear signs only after 2 years.

4.2. Applications in Geo-Environmental Engineering

In the field of geo-environmental applications, the present study encourages the appli-
cation of PLA-based materials to replace the most widely used petroleum-based materials
as geosynthetics. They could be an excellent solution where it is required to perform a
particular function for a limited time. A set of common applications can be: (i) containment,
where it is important to limit the soil or sediment losses of a specific geometry; (ii) protection
layers, where localized stresses cause damages to the soil surface; (iii) soil reinforcement,
where the application consists of increasing the soil resistance to the sediment mobilization;
(iv) erosion control, where surface erosion of soil particles is commonly due to surface water
runoff and/or wind forces; and (v) frictional interlayer, where it is necessary to increase the
friction at the interface between two different soil layers. Moreover, besides the optimum
compatibility with the use in semi-natural and natural environment, PLA-based materials
can promote the plant growth, especially the root system, through their degradation [90].
It is precisely such combination that could be the basis for designing a wide variety of
soil-bioengineering measures. Among them, the geosynthetics reinforcing soil structures
with vegetated face steep slopes remain the most common solution promoted by landscape
engineers for the erosion control and the stabilization of the shallower soil layer [91,92].
To establish a permanent vegetation cover, seeding and live planting are the widely used
method [93]. Seeding or hydro-seeding is traditionally recommended for a rapid slope-land
revegetation [94], whereas the live planting that consists of installing unrooted cuttings
vertically or perpendicularly to the slopes, is more expensive. Plant roots growing into
the geogrids apertures can help to stabilize the soil shallower layer binding soil particles,
increasing soil aggregation and anchoring the crossed soil mass to the fractures into the
bedrock [93,95–99]. In addition, the vegetation cover minimizes the kinetic energy of
raindrops, reduces runoff, and especially contrasts the soil erosion [100–104]. The vege-
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tation contribution increases with increasing plant growth (and root system growth) and
can compensate the degradation of the mechanical performance of PLA-based geogrids
over the time. According to this proposal, adopting the PLA-based materials in the geo-
environmental engineering practice allows the pursuit of the geotechnical objective (i.e.,
soil stabilization, erosion control) and the ecological-environmental purposes.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, laboratory tests were conducted on some biodegradable biopoly-
mer based on PLA to characterize their properties in view of their use for geosynthetics
production, as an alternative to petroleum-based polymers. An investigation on the global
market of the bioplastics revealed how the PLA-based materials are the most promising
for a wide range of applications in different fields (e.g., packaging, automotive products,
consumer handled items, medical devices, etc.). Among a wide variety of biodegrad-
able materials available on the market, 6 different PLA-based materials and 2 petroleum-
derivatives were selected as the best candidate for the applications in geo-environmental
engineering practice. Chemical and mechanical tests carried out on filaments (adapt for the
3D printing) showed a tensile resistance ranging from 23 to 52 MPa and an elastic modulus
from 2.0 to 3.7 GPa with the presence of L-lactic acid that varies from 23.5 to 82.0%.

Furthermore, the production of uniaxial and biaxial small-scaled standard geogrids
through a 3D printer allowed a robust comparison among them and among other materials
as PETG and PP. As expected, the uniaxial geogrids were approximately 90% more resistant
than the biaxial ones, considering all the tested cases. Among PLA-based, n-PLA and
ht-PLA (i.e., with titanium dioxide) showed the best performance in terms of TS, 6.76 kN/m
and 10.14 kN/m, respectively. Such values are approximately two times higher than the
same prototype samples produced by PETG and are much higher than those guaranteed
by PP geogrids. Despite the higher TS, PLA-based prototype samples were less elastic than
those produced by PP that present an elongation at break up to 25%.

Finally, the biodegradable PLA or PLA-based polymers could be reliable and robust
materials for the use in the field of geo-environmental (civil, geotechnical and soil-bio)
engineering. Further investigations on their mechanical degradation under different field
conditions (water, soil, rooted-soil, etc.) to verify their durability, will allow the establish-
ment of whether these materials may actually represent an alternative to the petroleum-
based products that cause serious impacts on the environment. Clearly, there is still a gap
in terms of tensile strength between biopolymer-made and petroleum-based geosynthetics,
but their use in combination with live plants, where the root system development initially
supports and then gradually substitutes the biodegradable products in soil reinforcement,
represents a promising research field.
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Abstract: Earth-fill dams are the most common types of dam and the most economical choice.
However, they are more vulnerable to internal erosion and piping due to seepage problems that are
the main causes of dam failure. In this study, the seepage through earth-fill dams was investigated
using physical, mathematical, and numerical models. Results from the three methods revealed that
both mathematical calculations using L. Casagrande solutions and the SEEP/W numerical model have
a plotted seepage line compatible with the observed seepage line in the physical model. However,
when the seepage flow intersected the downstream slope and when piping took place, the use of
SEEP/W to calculate the flow rate became useless as it was unable to calculate the volume of water
flow in pipes. This was revealed by the big difference in results between physical and numerical
models in the first physical model, while the results were compatible in the second physical model
when the seepage line stayed within the body of the dam and low compacted soil was adopted.
Seepage analysis for seven different configurations of an earth-fill dam was conducted using the
SEEP/W model at normal and maximum water levels to find the most appropriate configuration
among them. The seven dam configurations consisted of four homogenous dams and three zoned
dams. Seepage analysis revealed that if sufficient quantity of silty sand soil is available around the
proposed dam location, a homogenous earth-fill dam with a medium drain length of 0.5 m thickness
is the best design configuration. Otherwise, a zoned earth-fill dam with a central core and 1:0.5
Horizontal to Vertical ratio (H:V) is preferred.

Keywords: Seepage; Earth-fill dam; Experimental analysis; Numerical analysis; SEEP/W model; Dam
safety and sustainability

1. Introduction

1.1. Research Background

Earth-fill (embankment) dams are the most common types of dam. In addition, they are considered
as the most economical choice when utilizing locally available materials. Further, they have been
part of a usual practice to store and control river water for a long time [1,2]. Such dams are normally
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built by placement and compaction of a complex semi-plastic mound of various soil, rock, sand, or
clay compositions [3]. Stability and seepage are important in an earth dam as they were found to
be the main reasons of dam failure [4,5]. Earth-fill dams lose water from the dam reservoir through
evaporation and from the dam body through seepage [6–8]. Losses due to evaporation cannot be
controlled, but with good construction techniques, seepage losses can be minimized [9]. Seepage is the
outcome of the difference in water height upstream and downstream. Seepage rate depends on various
factors, including the soil medium, the type of fluid, as well as the dams’ geometric conditions [10–12].

Soil seepage, which is the hydraulic conductivity of the soil and the pressure gradient, can
be affected by a combination of factors acting on water [13]. Seepage in both homogenous and
non-homogeneous earth-fill dams occur from the slow percolation of water on the dam and its
foundation [14]. Inadequate seepage control has led to several seepage-related problems and failures
on earth-fill dams [15]. Earth dams are more susceptible to internal erosion and piping due to seepage
and require continuous maintenance. As the internal erosion and piping due to seepage are the
main causes of failure in earth-fill dams, the control of seepage is extremely important in the design,
construction, and safe operation of dams [4,9,16]. Although all earth-fill dams have at least some
seepage, designing such dams should takes sufficient control of seepage into consideration, in order to
ensure that the seepage does not adversely affect the safety and sustainability of the dam.

Several theories including Dupuit’s, Schaffernak–VanIterson’s, and Casagrande’s have been used
to determine the seepage line and calculate the seepage rate through earth-fill dams [17–19]. In addition,
several studies have been numerically and experimentally performed with the aim of calculating the
seepage rate and the ways to minimize it [17,20–24]. This study aims to investigate the seepage line
through earth-fill dams and estimate the rate of seepage using three methods, namely, physical models,
mathematical calculations, and numerical models. This study also aims to investigate how the results
from mathematical calculations and numerical models fit the observed seepage line and rate from the
physical models.

1.2. Study of Seepage Through Earth-Fill Dams

The dam failures recorded in the 1700s and 1800s motivated the research for more scientific ways
of designing and constructing dams. The first studies that quantitatively represented fluid flow through
a porous media were published by Henri Darcy in 1856; he based his formula (now popular as Darcy’s
law) on the flow of water through vertical filters in laboratory set-ups [25]. From the experiments, he
demonstrated a simple relationship between the discharge velocity and the hydraulic gradient which
he expressed as follows:

vd = k · i = Q/A (1)

Q = k · i · A (2)

where Q is rate of seepage (m3/s), vd is discharge velocity (m/s), i is hydraulic gradient (m/m), k is
coefficient of permeability (m/s), and A is cross-sectional area normal to the direction of flow (m2).

In the 1880s, Forchheimer demonstrated that the distribution of water pressure and velocity within
a seepage medium is governed by the Laplace differential equation. Early in the 1900s, a powerful
graphical method was developed independently by Forchhiemer in Germany and Richardson in
England to obtain approximate solutions of the Laplace equation [26]. This method was widely used
for earth dams after the publication of a comprehensive research that was conducted by researchers [19].
Since then, the solution of the Laplace equation by the graphical procedure or with electrical analog
models has become a standard procedure for seepage analysis [4]. However, the graphical method
requires a long procedure of plotting, is time consuming, and subjected to personal skills [4]. The rate
of seepage using the L. Casagrande solution (Figure 1) is:

q = k · a · sin2 β (3)
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where q is the Darcy flux or flow rate (m2/s), k is the hydraulic conductivity or permeability (m/s), a is
the length of the seepage surface (m), and β is the angle of the downstream slope.

 

a

A_ A

h

Δ

0.3 Δ

B

C

Figure 1. L. Casagrande’s solution for flow through an earth dam [27].

The length of the seepage surface a using upstream head h is calculated as:

a = S−
√

S2 − h2

sin2β
(4)

where S is the length of the curve ĀBC (m), and h is the upstream head (m).
However, with about a 4–5% error, we can approximate S as the length of the straight line ĀC.

Hence:
S =

√
d2 + h2 (5)

d = L + 0.3Δ (6)

1.3. The Use of Physical and Numerical Models

Although the study of seepage through earth-fill dam needs an investigation of hydrological
and geological conditions in sites, numerous studies have been conducted using physical models,
(e.g., [16,28,29]), because physical models give a general picture of seepage behavior through earth-fill
dams, including the phreatic line and the flow rate. Moreover, tests conducted on physical models can
be an essential tool for investigating seepage behavior before the construction of the earth-fill dams
and help to verify the initial design of dams by revealing potential demerits of a proposed design and
to explore solutions.

However, as physical modeling has many limitations and constraints, the numerical modeling
which is based on the mathematical solutions is the other way used in many researches (e.g., [30–32]),
to solve the most complex engineering problems including seepage studies.

Numerical modeling is a rapid and less expensive technique and its results can be easily shared with
the concerned parties. Being a purely mathematical approach, numerical modeling differs significantly
from both laboratory-scale physical and full-scaled field modeling [10]. In situations where numerical
modeling is considered improperly validated, physical modeling is normally recommended; such
situations may include complex hydraulic conditions, non-standard or irregular site-specific conditions,
or project performance improvement using non-standard designs.

In this study, the seepage through earth-fill dams was investigated using three methods, namely,
physical, mathematical, and numerical models, and then the results were compared with each other.
Subsequently, an example of seepage analysis for seven different configurations of an earth-fill dam
was conducted using the SEEP/W software.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

Two physical models of earth-fill dam were constructed in the hydraulic laboratory at Universiti
Putra Malaysia. The models were placed inside rectangular tanks made of Perspex acrylic clear
sheets, each with a length of 2.4 m, width of 0.5 m, and height of 0.5 m (Figure 2). Both models were
homogenous with different drainage configuration, one with toe drain and the other with maximum
length of horizontal drain.

 

Figure 2. Earth-fill dam models inside the rectangular tanks.

The maximum length of horizontal drain was calculated using an equation [33] which is expressed
as follows:

Lmax = Fb (m + n) + T + h
1 + n2

2n2 × [0.3m + n−
√
(0.3m + n)2 − n2] (7)

where Lmax is the length of horizontal drain (m), Fb is free board (m), m is upstream slope (m), n is
downstream slope (m), T is crest width (m), and h is upstream head (m).

Details of models’ cross-sections are shown in Figure 3. Soil used to construct the earth-fill dam
models was collected from the area of Gabai River near Langat Dam located in Hulu Langat, Selangor,
Malaysia. Laboratory tests revealed that the soil sample was silty-sand, the optimum moisture of
soil compaction was 20%, and the hydraulic conductivities for well and low compacted soil were
1.74562 × 10−8 m/s and 3.493 × 10−6 m/s, respectively. For the toe and horizontal drains, gravel with
hydraulic conductivity of 0.016 m/s was used. During the construction of the physical models, soil was
placed in layers of 5 cm and compacted accordingly, and the slopes of dam upstream and downstream
were further compacted to fit the slope of 2.5:1 and 2:1 respectively.

 
(a) 

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. The cross-sections of the physical earth-fill dam models: (a) model with toe drain, (b) model
with maximum drain length.

2.2. Experimental Tests

The experiments were carried out with a constant upstream water level of 0.3 m. The reservoir
of dam models was filled in water to the target level and kept at that level up to 9 h to get a fully
saturated soil that has a constant seepage rate. To observe the phreatic line, four holes were drilled in
the downstream slope of the dam to measure the height of water. Heights of the holes from the heel
of the dam models were 0.87, 1.04, 1.28, and 1.46 m. The seepage rate through the dam models was
calculated by a volumetric method, which involves measuring the volume of water outflow from the
model. Hence, the total seepage rate was calculated by dividing the volume of water collected from
the outlet (Figure 2) in a certain period of time.

2.3. Mathematical Calculation Using L. Casagrande Solution

The mathematical and graphical methods proposed by some researchers [34] were used to plot
the phreatic line through the two physical models of earth-fill dam. Five and four points were allocated
along the x-axis of models with toe drain and with maximum length of horizontal drain, respectively.
The rate of seepage has been calculated mathematically using the L. Casagrande mathematical solution
(Equations (3)–(6)).

2.4. Numerical Modeling Using SEEP/W Software

The SEEP/W software is a numerical model that depends on the finite element method. It can
mathematically simulate the real physical process of water flowing through a particulate medium.
The program deals with the fundamental flow laws for steady state and transient flow, and it shows
how these laws are represented in numerical form. The mathematical equations used in SEEP/W are
Darcy’s law, partial differential water flow equations, finite element water flow equations, temporal
integration, numerical integration, hydraulic conductivity matrix, mass matrix, flux boundary vector,
and density-dependent flow. In this study, the SEEP/W program was used to plot the phreatic line
through the two physical models of earth-fill dam and to calculate the seepage rate through them.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Earth-Fill Dam Model with Toe Drain

For the dam model with toe drain, observations revealed that the heights of phreatic line were 0.27,
0.24, 0.193, and 0.175 m for holes located in 0.87, 1.04, 1.28, and 1.46 m from the heel of the dam models,
respectively. Observations also revealed that some of the seepage exited at the downstream face of the
dam model and flow out between the distances of 1.41 to 1.48 m from the heel of the dam (Figure 4).
This phreatic line intersection with the downstream slope would influence the stability of the earth
dam because of potential piping. The total seepage flow through the model was 6.3889 × 10−7 m3/s
(2.3 l/h), and the discharge of seepage was 1.277 × 10−6 m3/s/m.
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Figure 4. Seepage line touches the downstream slope of the model with toe drain.

Mathematical calculations using L. Casagrande solutions showed that the seepage losses through
the dam were q = 6.4588 × 10−10 and 1.2924 × 10−7 m3/s/m for well and low compacted soil, respectively,
and the heights of phreatic line were 0.267, 0.243, 0.203 0.167, and 0.037 m for points located 0.82, 0.99,
1.23, 1.41, and 1.77 m from the heel of the dam, respectively (Figure 5a).

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. (a) Seepage phreatic line for the model with toe drain using the Casagrande method,
(b) seepage line, flux at different points, and the contours of the total head for the model with toe drain,
using the SEEP/W model.

Figure 5b shows the seepage line, flux at different points, and the contours of the total head
using the SEEP/W model. From Figure 5b, the seepage flow rate is q = 8.092 × 10−10 m3/s/m for well
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compacted soil. It is clear from Figure 5b that the seepage line touches the downstream face of the dam
model between the distances of 1.46 to 1.7 m from the heel of the dam.

3.2. Earth-Fill Dam Model with Maximum Drain Length

For the dam model with maximum drain length, observations revealed that the heights of phreatic
line were 0.21, 0.201, 0.146, and 0.118 m for holes located in 0.87, 0.9, 1.04, and 1.1 from the heel of
the dam models, respectively, while the phreatic line remained within the drain after 1.2 m from the
heel. Thus, the observations confirmed that using horizontal drains prevent seepage from exiting the
downstream of the dam model. The total seepage flow through the model is 2.2222 × 10−7 (0.8 l/h) and
the discharge of seepage is 4.441 × 10−7 m3/s/m.

From L. Casagrande solutions, the seepage losses through the dam were q = 1.1259 × 10−9 and
2.253 × 10−7 m3/s/m for well and low compacted soil, respectively, and the height of phreatic line were
0.2717, 0.225, 0.1574, and 0.0645 m for points located 0.66, 0.84, 1.04, and 1.2 m from the heel of the dam
respectively (Figure 6a).

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Seepage phreatic line for the model with horizontal drain using the L. Casagrande method,
(b) seepage line, flux at different points, and the contours of the total head for the model with horizontal
drain, using the SEEP/W model.

The seepage line, flux, and the contours of the total head using the SEEP/W model are shown in
Figure 6b, from which the seepage flow rate is q = 2.1847 × 10−9 m3/s/m for well compacted soil.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison of Results From Experimental, Mathematical, and Numerical Methods

The phreatic line for seepage through the two physical models using the three methods is presented
in Figure 7. The results revealed that both L. Casagrande solutions and the SEEP/W model have a
plotted seepage line compatible with the observed seepage line.
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Figure 7. The phreatic line using the three methods: (a) model with toe drain, (b) model with
horizontal drain.

The results of the seepage flow rate using the three methods are summarized in Table 1. As shown
in the table, the seepage rate through the model with toe drain obtained from SEEP/W is close to
that calculated by the L. Casagrande solution. However, the seepage rate observed from the physical
model is higher than calculated with the other methods, even when considering low compacted soil.
This difference in results indicates that when seepage flow intersects the downstream slope, water
will exit the body of the dam and then follow the characteristics of surface water flow. Moreover, the
intersection with downstream slope softens and weakens the soil mass, hence, increases the possibility
of piping within the body of the physical dam model that eventually increases the total seepage rate.

For the model with horizontal drain, the seepage rate observed from the physical models is
approximately the same as that obtained from SEEP/W and close to that calculated by the L. Casagrande
solution when considering low compacted soil.

Table 1. Seepage flow rate using the three methods.

Models

q (m3/s/m)

Physical
L. Casagrande SEEP/W

Well
Compacted

Low
Compacted

Well
Compacted

Low
Compacted

Toe drain 1.277 × 10−6 6.459 × 10−10 1.292 × 10−7 8.092 × 10−10 1.621 × 10−7

Horizontal drain 4.441 × 10−7 1.126 × 10−9 2.253 × 10−7 2.185 × 10−9 4.373 × 10−7

4.2. Example of Seepage Analysis using SEEP/W Models

The SEEP/W model was used to study seepage through a theoretical case of an earth-fill dam. The
study consisted of analyzing seepage behavior with a total of 34 test trails through seven different
configurations of a dam with 9 m height in order to recommend the most appropriate configuration
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based on seepage behavior. The seven dam configurations consisted of four homogenous dams and
three zoned dams (Figures 8 and 9).

The four configurations of homogenous dams (Figure 8) consisted of toe drain, maximum length of
horizontal drain of 16 m, minimum length of horizontal drain of 8 m, and medium length of horizontal
drain of 12 m.

The three configurations of homogenous dams (Figure 9) consisted of a central core of 1:1 (H:V)
for upstream (U/S) and downstream (D/S) slope, a central core of 1:0.5 (H:V) for upstream (U/s) and
downstream (D/S) slope, and inclined cores of 1:1 and 1:0.5 (H:V) for upstream (U/S) and downstream
(D/S) slope, respectively. Details of the seven configurations are presented in Table 2.

Figure 8. Cross section of the homogenous dam configurations.
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Figure 9. Cross section of the zoned dam configurations.

Table 2. Details of the seven configurations of the earth-fill dam.

Design Details
Configuration

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Type Homogenous Zoned

Height (m) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Crest W(m) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

NFB (m) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
U/S Slope (H:V) 2.5:1 2.5:1 2.5:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1
D/S Slope (H:V) 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1
Dam Material ========== Silty sand ========== -

Shell - - - - ===== Sand or gravel =====
Core - - - - ======= Silty sand =======

Core type - - - - Central Central Inclined

Core slope - - - - 1:1 1:0.5 1:1 U/S
1:0.5 D/S

Core height - - - - 8.5 8.5 8.5
Core Crest - - - - 3 3 3

Type of drainage Toe drain
Horizontal /Blanket

(thickness of 1.25 and 0.5 m) Chimney and horizontal

LMax = 16 m LMin = 8 m LMid = 12 m

Table 3 shows the summary of results from the homogenous dam models. From the table, models
with toe drain should be ignored because the seepage line either intersects with the downstream slope
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or have a very small space. Therefore, SEEP/W was unable to calculate seepage rates correctly. Model
(b) is not preferable, because the seepage flow rate is very high. Model (c) is the best as its downstream
cover of seepage is sufficient and has the lower seepage flow rate. Moreover, a medium drain length
with 0.5 m thickness is preferable compared with 1.25 m thickness, because it is easier to construct and
the difference in flow rate between them is insignificant.

Table 3. Details of seepage lines and rates from homogenous models.

Models Drain Details
Normal Water Level Maximum Water Level

Seepage Line
Seepage q
(m3/s/m)

Seepage line
Seepage q
(m3/s/m)

a Small toe drain (L = 2.5m) Intersected 3.817 × 10−6 Intersected 3.265 × 10−6

Toe drain (L = 5.0 m) Small space 4.395 × 10−6 Small space 4.695 × 10−6

b
Drainage thickness = 1.25 m OK 7.55 × 10−6 OK 9.244 × 10−6

Drainage thickness = 0.5 m OK 7.655 × 10−6 OK 9.3 × 10−6

c Drainage thickness = 1.25 m OK 4.9 × 10−6 OK 5.86 × 10−6

Drainage thickness = 0.5 m OK 5.02 × 10−6 OK 5.99 × 10−6

d
LMid with 0.5 m thickness OK 5.23 × 10−6 OK 6.18 × 10−6

Toe drain Intersected 3.38 × 10−6 Intersected 5.15 × 10−6

Table 4 shows the summary of results from zoned dam models. As shown in the table, inclined
core contains the smallest cross section area of core, but the seepage flow rate is very high compared
with other models. The seepage flow rate for a central core with a 1:0.5 slope is slightly higher than the
central core with a 1:1 slope, but the difference in cross section area makes it preferable.

Table 4. Details of seepage lines and rates from zoned models.

Models
Core

Detail

Required
Core

Material
(m3/m)

Shell Permeability
Normal Water Level Maximum Water Level

Seepage
Line

Seepage q
(m3/s/m)

Seepage
Line

Seepage q
(m3/s/m)

e Central 1:1
(H:V) 97.75

Kshell = 10 Kcore OK 8.45 × 10−6 OK 9.85 × 10−6

Kshell = 100 Kcore OK 8.73 × 10−6 OK 1.01 × 10−5

Kshell = 1000 Kcore OK 8.75 × 10−6 OK 1.02 × 10−5

f
Central

0.5:1 (H:V) 61.63
Kshell = 10 Kcore OK 1.23 × 10−5 OK 1.41 × 10−5

Kshell = 100 Kcore OK 1.16 × 10−5 OK 1.51 × 10−5

Kshell = 1000 Kcore OK 1.32 × 10−5 OK 1.48 × 10−5

g Inclined 43.56
Kshell = 10 Kcore OK 2.75 × 10−5 OK 3.05 × 10−5

Kshell = 100 Kcore OK 2.9 × 10−5 OK 3.24 × 10−5

Kshell = 1000 Kcore OK 2.62 × 10−5 OK 3.41 × 10−5

Based on the seepage analysis, it is concluded that if sufficient quantity of silty sand soil is available
around the proposed dam location, homogenous earth-fill dam with medium drain length of 0.5 m
thickness is the ideal design configuration. If there is not enough soil available, the zoned earth-fill
dam with central core and 1:0.5 slope would be the optimum design criteria.

Although the physically based numerical methods have been certified capable of performing spatial
and/or temporal simulation of certain systems, seepage flow through earth dams are still significantly
affected by natural, random, and real-world conditions such as anisotropy and heterogeneity, thereby
limiting their application. For instance, a dam’s hydraulic conductivity can experience a deviation
from the designed value due to operation or construction-related problems. Such situation demands
the use of physical-based models to determine the model inputs and the associated output predictions
before introducing other simulation models. This case is particularly when there are not enough field
data and thus an accurate prediction is desired when conceiving the physics [35,36].
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5. Conclusions

The study of seepage through earth-fill dams is very important for constructed dams to ensure
that the control of seepage is sufficient for the safe and sustainable operation of the dam. It is also
important in the design and construction of new dams to ensure that the seepage through and under
the dam will be well controlled. In this study, the experimental and numerical analyses of seepage
through earth-fill dam models were conducted. Results from two physical models were compared
with those obtained from L. Casagrande equations and the SEEP/W program. Comparisons revealed
that the location of the seepage line obtained from the three methods was almost the same. Moreover,
when the seepage flow intersects the downstream slope and piping takes place, using SEEP/W to
calculate flow rate becomes useless as it cannot calculate the volume of water flow in pipes. This
was revealed by the big difference in the results between physical and numerical models in the first
physical model, while the results were compatible in the second physical model when the seepage line
stayed within the body of dam and low compacted soil was adopted. The results have proven the
importance of using horizontal drains to control the phreatic line position for the stability of earth
dams, as touching the downstream slope would soften and weaken the soil mass and increase the
potential piping. Seven different dam configurations at normal and maximum water levels have been
studied (four homogenous and three zoned dams) to find the most appropriate configuration among
them, according to seepage analysis. Seepage analysis revealed that if a sufficient quantity of silty sand
soil is available around the proposed dam location, a homogenous earth-fill dam with medium drain
length of 0.5 m thickness is the best design configuration. Otherwise, a zoned earth-fill dam with a
central core and 1:0.5 (H:V) is recommended.
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Abstract: Silt pollution generated during major highway construction projects can prove detrimental
to the water environment and the aquatic species that depend on it. Construction activities can leave
many kilometers of exposed soil susceptible to erosion from surface water runoff, which can result in
silt pollution and degradation of ecologically sensitive watercourses if appropriate mitigation is not
in place. In Scotland, assurances need to be provided during scheme development to demonstrate
that there is sufficient space to accommodate temporary drainage. In response, a methodological
framework has been developed that can be applied before construction commences to estimate
the required capacity of settlement ponds including runoff and soil loss volume estimation, which
are estimated using the Rational Method and Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE).
The application of the framework as a case-study has demonstrated the potential applicability of
the approach and highlighted where further refinements can be made to increase the robustness for
future applications by improving the accuracy of input parameters to address site-specific conditions.
Furthermore, it demonstrates how adopting erosion control measures can reduce the land required to
accommodate temporary settlement ponds.

Keywords: highway construction; environmental protection; soil loss; erosion control

1. Introduction

Highways construction can be detrimental to the environment due to the level of ground
disturbance, which can span many kilometers. Once vegetated surfaces are stripped and topsoil is
removed, areas of exposed soil are left susceptible to water and wind erosion. When exposed surfaces
are eroded, without adequate water management in place, suspended eroded materials can enter the
water environment. Once in the water environment, they can be damaging to downstream receptors [1].
Providing suitable mitigation against elevated rates of suspended solids in the water environment
prevents a number of ecologically detrimental effects. This can include reduced light penetration in the
water column for aquatic plants and smothering of salmonid spawning areas [2].

When considering water and pollution control in a construction context, it is necessary to consider
both erosion and sediment control [1]. Soil erosion is a natural process where the soil surface is eroded
by water, wind, ice and gravity. The issue is exacerbated during construction through the removal
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of vegetation, which leaves the underlying bare surface exposed and increases the rate of erosion [3].
Controlling runoff and soil stabilization are both forms of erosion control [4] that should be considered
as preventative measures. Incorporating suitable preventative measures should be considered as a
vital first step as they are the most effective at preventing the mobilization of clay and silt particles [5]
and help reduce the rate of soil erosion [2].

Sediment control is required once eroded soil particles are suspended in runoff. The aim of
sediment control measures is to facilitate the settlement of eroded material, or removal by filtration
before the eroded material discharges from site [4]. Examples of sediment control include buffer strips,
temporary sediment basins and tanks, silt fences and biodegradable fiber rolls [2]. As recommended,
sediment control should be considered as the second step, as reliance upon sediment controls will be
reduced through effective erosion control [5]. When using temporary settlement ponds, the surface
area should be 1.5% of the catchment it serves to achieve in the region of 90% total solid reduction
although solids reduction in a highway construction environment can be in the region of 15% [5,6].
Even with results as effective as 90% total solid reduction, if fine particles are present, then sufficient
settlement may never be achieved [1,7,8]. Therefore, temporary settlement ponds should be used in
conjunction with other control measures [5,8], including erosion controls such as vegetation, geotextiles
and mulch [5]. In addition to the variable treatment efficiency and relatively large footprint needed
for effective settlement, relying solely on sediment control can prove to be more costly compared to
minimizing soil loss as a priority [1].

The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) [9] sets out three stages of assessment
reporting. Design organizations follow this staged process to provide statutory and public bodies with
the necessary information in relation to the environmental, economic and traffic effects of the proposed
scheme and alternative proposals under consideration. The Stage 3 assessment clearly identifies
the advantages and disadvantages of the preferred route and includes an assessment of the likely
significant environmental effects [9]. During the Stage 3 assessment for a linear highway construction
project in Scotland [10], the environmental regulator, a statutory consultee, requested confirmation that
there was sufficient available land to accommodate temporary drainage to effectively manage runoff
from the site prior to discharge into the water environment. From this request, it became apparent
that there was a need to agree an effective framework approach to calculate the required capacity of
temporary drainage during construction. Developing a framework allows stakeholders to establish
that there is sufficient available land to accommodate the temporary drainage measures and deliver
the necessary environmental mitigation to protect the water environment.

Methodological frameworks provide an approach to reach a desired outcome whilst incorporating
necessary parameters needed to meet regulatory requirements. Within an environmental context,
methodological frameworks have been developed for a range of purposes including: protecting
wetlands from negative effects associated with linear development projects [11]; soil erosion risk
assessment [12]; developing a sustainability assessment for eco-engineering measures [13]; combining
digital and environmental data to identify catchment boundaries [14]; and predicting soil loss using the
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) [15]. To be effective, the developed framework needs
to include the parameters required for temporary drainage. It was decided that the methodological
approach would incorporate the design considerations provided in [1]. This is an industry-wide source
of information for protecting the water environment during highway construction and is regarded
by the environmental regulator as a source of best-practice measures [16]. This includes using runoff
volume estimation and the RUSLE [17] to calculate sediment input into control options, which include
temporary settlement ponds.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no standardized approaches to calculate the capacity
of temporary drainage features when compared to drainage systems that will serve the operational
phase of a highway. The flood risk policy in Scotland [18] requires that all new infrastructure and
buildings should be designed to avoid surface water flooding from 1:200-year (0.5% annual exceedance
probability (AEP)) rainfall events. However, sizing temporary drainage systems to accommodate
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the 1:200-year event is an overly conservative approach due to the length of time that temporary
drainage would be in operation, which would generally be less than five years. Designing temporary
drainage to accommodate a 1:10-year rainfall event has been the accepted design standard based on
the recommendation set out in industry guidance because the duration of construction is generally
less than 10 years [1]. However, it should be noted that in Scotland, the environmental regulator
would expect to see a minimum of a 1:10-year event used for temporary drainage depending on the
anticipated timescale for construction [19].

The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) [20] was developed to provide a prediction tool. It is used
to calculate long-time average soil losses due to surface water runoff, in a specific area under specific
field crop and management scenarios. The potential application of (R)USLE in the construction industry
was introduced when the authors presented the concept that the USLE could be diversified for use in
the construction industry [20]. A number of states in the USA currently apply the RUSLE to calculate
sediment yield [4,21]. Several studies have applied the (R)USLE in a highway construction setting
in various global locations [22–24]. Other studies have also used RUSLE to estimate soil loss rates at
the continental scale [25], including consideration of seasonal variability [26]. However, outside the
USA, difficulties can arise in the selection of the most representative input data [27]. Furthermore,
exposed subsoils can have different characteristics than the topsoil which further complicates the
selection of representative input values [20] without site specific geotechnical data.

The importance of developing a framework for estimating temporary drainage capacity has been
further highlighted with the release of guidance by the environmental regulator to assist responsible
parties in the preparation of Pollution Prevention Plans (PPPs). PPPs are required to obtain a
Construction Site License (CSL) from the environmental regulator before major construction projects
can commence [28]. There is now an urgent need for those responsible for the construction and delivery
of major infrastructure schemes to address the high risk of pollution to avoid potential enforcement
action. In this context, high risk of pollution associated with highway construction is linked with silted
water runoff from exposed soils, material stockpiles and road runoff, where the absence or inadequacies
of mitigation measures adopted during the construction phase can lead to environmental pollution.

The aim of this study is to set out the methodological framework used by Jacobs [29] for estimating
the capacity of temporary drainage, to inform land requirements. This includes the application of the
framework on a current highway construction project as a case-study.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Methodological Framework Development

Providing assurance during scheme development that sufficient space will be available for
temporary drainage is a relatively new concept, as this would have been the responsibility of the
appointed contractor. This was on the assumed basis that permanent sustainable drainage system
(SuDS) basin locations would be used during construction to accommodate temporary settlement
ponds due to the available land to accommodate a 1 in 200-year rainfall event.

Across the industry in Scotland, consultants are using various approaches to assess if sufficient
land is available for temporary drainage. The approaches include treatment volume estimation [30]
and a combination of estimated runoff and soil loss volume using USLE [1]. Jacobs [29] have proceeded
with the approach using runoff volume estimation and estimated soil loss using the USLE. This would
be achieved by using a combination of geographic information systems (GIS) [31] and calculations.
The outputs of this approach will provide a method for calculating the size of temporary drainage
features (settlement ponds).

2.1.1. Construction Phasing and Catchment Delineation

Large linear construction projects are typically constructed in phases, which can minimise
disruptive impacts for road users and neighboring communities [32]. Constructing in phases creates
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temporary drainage catchments dependent on topography and suitable discharge locations. Five-meter
airborne-derived LiDAR survey data was obtained during early scheme preparation stages. LiDAR data
has been used in other studies to produce a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) at a 1 m resolution to identify
landscape features and surface flow pathways [33] and at a 5 m resolution (DTMs) for catchment
delineation [34]. However, as construction works commence, the land profile is changed, and the
level of detail captured in the DTM can be lost. In addition, inaccuracies can exist in the vertical
and horizontal resolution [34]. To mitigate against the risk of DTM inaccuracies, the DTM would be
compared to total station topographical survey data (1:500) obtained as part of the highway construction
project preparation, as well as 1:10,000 Ordnance Survey mapping.

2.1.2. Soil Loss Estimation

To estimate soil loss, the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) [17] has been incorporated
into the methodological framework, which is a suggested approach in UK industry guidance [1].

A = R×K× (LS) ×C× P (1)

where: A = soil loss per annum (t ha−1 yr−1); R = rainfall factor (MJ mm ha−1 h−1 yr−1); K = soil
erodibility factor (t ha h ha−1 MJ−1 mm−1); and LS = slope factor (horizontal slope and gradient,
unitless]; C = cover factor (unitless) and P = erosion control practice (unitless).

The R factor (average annual rainfall–runoff erosivity) is an assimilation of energy and intensity
factors. The energy component reflects raindrop size, and intensity is the maximum intensity over
a 30-min time-period [4]. The erodibility factor (K), is a numerical approximation of the commonly
adopted nomograph [20], which incorporates soil parameters including particle size distribution and
organic matter content, permeability and structure [20]. These include soil texture, organic matter
content and soil structure and permeability to provide an annual soil loss volume. The LS factor
is the topographical representation in the RUSLE that captures the slope length and gradient [17].
The calculation of this factor is achievable using GIS [31]. This approach calculates a LS factor for each
cell within a GIS raster and the mean value for each drainage catchment can then be obtained using
the zonal statistics produced.

The cover (C) and practice (P) factors can be used to identify effects that different cropping and
mechanical management options will have on soil loss [17]; have been omitted for the purposes of this
study. This decision was made based on the C and P factor values provided in [1], which are 1 for
bare soils. These factors were deemed to be representative of conditions following site clearance on a
highway construction site. In reference to Equation 1, the inclusion of C and P factors of 1 would not
alter the estimated soil loss volume (A). However, as C and P factors can strongly influence soil loss,
their inclusion and refinement warrant further consideration for future framework refinements.

2.1.3. Runoff Volume Estimation

Runoff volume estimation was carried out by using the Rational Method [35,36] which can
be used to calculate the peak discharge rate from a catchment [37]. This approach requires input
parameters, which include the contributing area (catchment size), rainfall depth and a dimensionless
runoff coefficient, which reflects the proportion of peak discharge in relation to direct storm runoff [37].
The selection of the runoff coefficient is dependent on catchment surface characteristics [37,38] and
failing to select appropriate coefficient(s) that represent catchment characteristics can limit the accuracy
of the Rational Method [38]. Examples of published runoff coefficients [37] include 0.25–0.95 for urban
and suburban developed areas and 0.05–0.35 for grassed areas, depending on slope gradient and soil.
This approach allows for the volume of water that needs to be attenuated in a temporary drainage
feature (i.e., a settlement pond), to be estimated.

This approach can be applied to individual catchments, such as those reflecting phased construction,
to calculate the runoff volumes requiring attenuation. In addition, applying this approach on a linear
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construction site allows selection of different rainfall and permeability coefficients dependent upon the
geographic reach of the project and location of each catchment.

2.1.4. Temporary Drainage Sizing

To be effective, temporary drainage must have adequate capacity to accommodate the runoff
volume generated in the contributing area served by the drainage feature. In addition, there must
be sufficient capacity to account for the loss of storage volume from eroded soil transported to the
drainage feature in runoff. To achieve this, the runoff volume calculated per drainage catchment using
the Rational Method and soil loss using USLE have been incorporated into Equation (2).

Vt = Qp + K (2)

where: Vt = treatment volume (m3); Qp = runoff volume (m3); K = soil loss (m3/3 months).
The RUSLE calculates soil loss per annum. However, in reality, construction sites are dynamic,

and it is not uncommon for frequent changes to construction layouts to meet the demands on site.
Based on this, it is unlikely that a temporary drainage feature would remain in operation for a year.
Therefore, soil loss (K, Equation (2)) has been amended to provide a soil loss estimate for a three-month
period and converted to provide a soil loss volume in m3.

2.2. Methodological Framework Application to Study Site

2.2.1. Site Information

The methodological framework has been applied to a proposed 8.2 km section of the A9 Dualling
scheme between Tay Crossing and Ballinluig, Perthshire, Scotland (Figure 1). The scheme is located
primarily within the extent of the River Tay floodplain. The River Tay Catchment includes the River
Tay and several tributaries, which are included in the River Tay Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
The SAC designation is based on the presence of species including Atlantic salmon, Lamprey (brook,
river and sea) and otter [39].

Available site information [32] indicates that the site is underlain with humus iron podzols derived
from glaciofluvial sand and gravel. Superficial deposits primarily consist of alluvium (clay, silt, sand
and gravel) and glaciofluvial deposits of gravel, sand, silt and clay, with isolated areas of river terrace
deposits along the existing A9.

The proposed construction project will include the widening of the existing single carriageway
over 7.7 km with a 0.5 km single carriageway section at the southern extent, which will tie in with the
existing single carriageway to form a dual carriageway. The design includes earthworks comprising
ten sections of cutting and four sections of embankment. Anticipated slope gradients range from
1V:2H to 1V:3H with the exception of a soil-nailed steepened slope, at an angle of 70 degrees [32].

2.2.2. Construction Phasing and Catchment Delineation

For this case-study, the construction project has been split into three phases [32]. Using available
LiDAR data obtained during earlier scheme preparations, a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) was produced
using GIS. Individual drainage catchments were identified based on the topography and categorised
based on the anticipated phasing of the construction works. Catchments have been represented by a
polygon feature shapefile and the corresponding catchment area has been extracted to calculate runoff
and soil loss volumes for each catchment. This approach allows for a bespoke approach to sizing
construction drainage features that will be required to attenuate and treat runoff generated within
each catchment.
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Figure 1. Study site for methodological framework application with extract of the A9 dualling
project extent.

2.2.3. Soil Loss Estimation

The input parameters for the R, K and LS factors have been derived from literature sources and
GIS software (Table 1). A uniform R factor value has been applied based on [1], which was derived
from an isoderant map [20]. In this instance, the R factor is a multi-annual average index which
has been calculated using 22-year rainfall records where any rainfall events < 12.7 mm are omitted
unless > 6.35 mm of rain was recorded in 15 min. It is worth noting that the R factor does not include
the erosive-force-associated runoff generated during thawing, snow melt, or irrigation [20]. A uniform
K factor has been applied to each catchment based on engineering judgement (Table 1). The K factor
selected was based on factors published in [40], which represented a material with a silt loam texture
with 2% organic matter content. As the site is located primarily within the River Tay floodplain,
the decision was made to uniformly apply the K factor to provide a conservative assumption of
erodibility, based on the presence of alluvium.

Table 1. Input parameters for runoff and soil loss estimation.

Parameter Input Value Unit Source

RUSLE
R factor 100 - [20]
K factor 0.42 - [40]
LS factor Catchment specific - [31]

C & P - - Not included

Catchment Runoff Volume Estimation
Rainfall depth (10-year 6 h) 43.9 mm [41]

Permeability factor 0.6 - [1]
Catchment area Catchment specific ha -

Note: Where R factor, rainfall factor; K factor, soil erodibility factor; LS factor, slope factor; C factor, cover factor, and
P factor, erosion control factor.
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LS factors have been calculated using each individual temporary drainage catchment (Section 2.2.2).
A slope grid was created from the 5 m DTM, then the approach set out by [31] was used to calculate
mean LS factors for each catchment.

2.2.4. Runoff Volume Estimation

Runoff volume estimation has been calculated using several contributing factors, including
catchment size, rainfall and the runoff coefficient. The input parameters used in this study are provided
in Table 1. The rainfall depth used is for a 10-year, 6-h event from Guay (NGR 299800, 749100),
which is approximately at the mid-point of the scheme. The rainfall depth was obtained from the
Flood Estimation Handbook web service using FEH13 peaks over threshold values [41].

The permeability factors provided in [1] range between 1 (impermeable surface with complete
conversion of rainfall to runoff) and 0.4–0.75, which would be typical of a stripped construction site and
dependent upon the infiltration capacity of the underlying soil. Owing to the sites location in the River
Tay floodplain, a permeability factor of 0.6 was applied across all catchments, based on engineering
judgement. This assumes that each catchment area would be entirely stripped, leaving the ground
surface exposed so other catchment land use and runoff coefficient(s) [37] would not be required.

2.2.5. Treatment Volume Estimation

To provide the necessary capacity to accommodate the 1 in 10-year design rainfall event,
the settlement ponds must have sufficient capacity to accommodate the runoff volume and sediment
accumulations. On this basis, the capacity is determined using Equation (2), which is applied to each
delineated drainage catchment with pond depths assumed to be 1 m. This provides a conservative
approach by incorporating the soil loss estimation for a 3-month period. However, to maintain this
capacity, it will be necessary to routinely maintain the settlement ponds, with sediment accumulations
removed, as a minimum, every 3 months. Failure to do so would increase the risk that the settlement
ponds would not have sufficient capacity to attenuate runoff volumes for rainfall events below the 1 in
10-year design standard. At this stage, pond depths have been assumed to be a maximum of 1 m to
avoid overly deep ponds that would not facilitate settlement.

2.2.6. Land Requirements

The required land within each drainage catchment to accommodate construction drainage has
been estimated using treatment volume (Equations (2) and (3)).

LR = Vt ÷ catchment area× 100 (3)

where: LR = land requirements (% of total catchment area, assuming 1 m pond depth); Vt = treatment
volume (m3) and catchment area (m2).

3. Results

3.1. Methodological Framework Development

A methodological framework (Figure 2) has been developed to meet the requirements of the
environmental regulator. The framework has been used to estimate the required capacity of construction
drainage features, to inform the allocation of space required during construction. Owing to the processes
underpinning the development of the LS factor, the methodological process used is illustrated separately
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Methodological framework for calculating the required capacity of construction drainage
ponds, which includes runoff volume and soil loss estimation.

Figure 3. Methodological process for deriving the LS factor for estimating soil loss using RUSLE.

3.2. Application to Study Site

The methodological framework has been applied to a proposed highway construction project.
A summary of the results generated following the application of the methodological framework is
provided in Table 2. This includes catchment size, runoff volume, soil loss volume per 3-month period,
and the corresponding treatment volume for each anticipated construction phase. Also included is
the percentage of treatment volume to accommodate the estimated soil loss and the percentage of
catchment area required to accommodate the total treatment volume, assuming 1 m pond depths.
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Table 2. Summary of the outputs generated through the application of the methodological framework
for each construction phase. The number of individual catchments in each phase is denoted by ‘n’.

Construction Phase

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
n = 10 n = 22 n = 22

Catchment Size

Min m2 1731 1874 2724
Max m2 40,236 35,932 16,578

Mean m2 12,430 12,311 7101

Runoff Volume

Min m3 45.6 49.4 71.8
Max m3 1059.8 946.4 436.7

Mean m3 327.4 324.3 187

Soil Loss per 3 Months

Min m3 2.5 36.3 35.1
Max m3 621.7 424.7 286.9

Mean m3 140.7 195.1 35.1

Treatment Volume

Min m3 68.9 86.1 106.8
Max m3 1673.2 1226.4 723.6

Mean m3 468.01 195.1 320.1

Treatment Volume to Accommodate Soil Loss
Min % 3.7 21.1 32.9
Max % 45 46.5 44.8

Mean % 31.7 38.2 41.7

Catchment Area to Accommodate Treatment Volume (1 m Pond Depth)
Min % 2.7 3.3 3.9
Max % 4.8 4.9 4.8

Mean % 4 4.3 4.5

Basic statistical analysis has been undertaken to determine the relationship between inputs of
the methodological framework and to identify potential areas of weakness in the methodological
process (Figure 4). This indicates that runoff volume is positively correlated with catchment area
(r2 = 1) (Figure 4a) which is to be expected considering a universal runoff coefficient has been applied
across all catchments. This linear relationship does not exist when comparing soil loss and catchment
area and runoff volume (Figure 4b,c). When catchment area exceeds 25,000 m2, the corresponding
soil loss volumes are lower than expected for three catchments. As the RULSE input parameters were
universal, with the exception of the LS factor, this suggests that the discrepancy may be attributed to
the catchment specific LS factor or another contributing factor. Examination of the LS factor indicates
a positive correlation (Figure 4d) (r2 = 1) with annual soil loss increasing with higher LS factors,
which has been reported in other studies [24]. However, this does not account for the unexpected
results shown in Figure 4b,c. A possible explanation for this could be the relatively lower LS factors for
the catchments with areas exceeding 25,000 m2, which could account for the below expected soil loss
volumes in the larger catchments. For example, the LS factors for the catchments exceeding 25,000 m2,
which do not follow the linear relationship, are 7.74, 3.9 and 0.76 are below the mean LS value for all
catchments, which is 9.5. When comparing the LS factor and catchment area (Figure 4e), it has been
demonstrated that the LS factors within comparable catchment areas vary with the higher LS factors
generally attributed to smaller catchments.
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Figure 4. Relationships between elements of the methodological framework. (a) Runoff Volume v
Catchment Area, (b) Soil Loss (3 Month) v Catchment Area, (c) Soil Loss (3 Month) v Runoff Volume,
(d) LS factor v Soil Loss, (e) LS Factor v Catchment Area.

3.3. Sensitivity Analysis

As mentioned previously, the modelling approach used has included assumed input parameters.
A sensitivity anaysis has been undertaken to assess what impacts different K factor and permeability
input parameters (Table 3) have on the calculated runoff and soil loss volumes compared to the original
input values (Table 1), which for the purposes of this excercise are considered the baseline. The input
factors used for the sensitivity analysis represent the ranges provided in [1].
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Table 3. Factor amendments applied for sensitivity analysis.

Scenario RUSLE K Factor Permeability Factor C Factor Rationale

1 (baseline) 0.42 0.6 -

2 0.2 - Representative of gravelly sand

3 0.6 - Representative of silty-clay

4 - 0.4 Range for stripped
construction sites5 - 0.75

6 - - 0.05
Representative factor for

woodchips, coir matting and
mature crop cover

The amended input parameters have been applied to all catchments (n = 57) to assess how
runoff and soil loss volumes respond (Table 4). The summary results highlight the sensitivity of
estimated soil loss in response to variations in the K factor with percentage changes in mean soil
loss ranging between −53% and +43%. Simarly, permeability factor (scenarios 4 and 5) can result in
marked differences in estimated runoff volumes. Given the differences in soil loss and runoff volumes
presented, the results underline the importance of accurately representing site-specific conditions
when adopting this approach for estimating the capacity of construction drainage. An additional
sensitivity analysis has been included to test the potential impact the addition of the C factor could
have (scenario 6). The C factor (0.05) has been used to provide an indication of the potential maximum
soil loss reduction based on published C factor ranges [5], which show that a 95% reduction is soil loss
could be achieved.

Table 4. Summary results of effect of input parameter amendments on soil loss volume and runoff
volume. The results in () denote the percentage change compared to the baseline scenario.

Scenario
Soil Loss Volume (m3/3-Month) Runoff Volume (m3)

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

1 (baseline) 2.5 621.7 159 45.6 1059.8 266.9

2 1.2
(−52)

296.1
(−53)

75.7
(−52)

45.6
(0)

1059.8
(0)

266.9
(0)

3 3.6
(+44)

888.2
(+43)

227.2
(+43)

45.6
(0)

1059.8
(0)

266.9
(0)

4 2.5
(0)

621.7
(0)

159
(0)

30.4
(−33)

706.5
(−33)

178
(−33)

5 2.5
(0)

621.7
(0)

159
(0)

57
(+25)

1324.8
(+25)

333.7
(+25)

6 0.13
(−95)

31.1
(−95)

8
(−95)

45.6
(0)

1059.8
(0)

266.9
(0)

Likewise, the results presented in Table 5 show that treatment volume, percentage of treatment
volume required to accommodate soil loss and percentage of catchment areas required to accommodate
treatment volume are responsive to input parameter changes. Scenarios 2 and 4 included reduced K
factor and permeability coefficients, respectively.
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Table 5. Sensitvity analysis of changes to treatment volume (Vt), treatment volume percentage required
to accommodate soil loss and the percentage of catchment area required to accommodate treatment
volume. Values in () represent percentage change in relation to baseline scenario.

Scenario
Treatment Volume (Vt) (m3) Treatment Volume for Soil Loss (%) % Catchment Area Required for Vt.

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean

1 69 1673 426 3.7 46.5 38.5 2.7 4.9 4.3

2 61
(−11.6)

1348
(−19.4)

343
(−19.5)

1.8
(−51.4)

29.2
(−37.2)

23.3
(−39.5)

2.7
(0)

3.7
(−24.5)

3.4
(−20.9)

3 70
(+1.4)

1940
(+16)

494
(+16)

5.2
(+40.5)

55.4
(+19.1)

46.9
(+21.8)

2.8
(+3.7)

5.9
(+20.4)

5.1
(+16.6)

4 47
(−32.9)

1323
(−21)

337
(−20.9)

5.4
(+45.9)

56.6
(+21.7)

48.1
(+24.9)

1.9
(−29.6)

4.0
(−18.4)

3.5
(−18.6)

5 85
(+23.2)

1936
(+15.7)

493
(+15.7)

3
(−18.9)

41
(−11.8)

33.5
(−13)

3.4
(−30)

5.6
(+14.3)

5.0
(+16.3)

6 47
(−31.9)

1083
(−35.3)

275
(−35.4)

0.2
(−94.6)

4.2
(−91)

3.1
(−91.9)

2.6
(−3.7)

2.7
(−44.9)

2.7
(−37.2)

For treatment volume (Table 5), the results show that the treatment volume was more responsive
to a reduction in the permeability coefficient based on the percentage decreases compared to scenario 1.
Increased input parameters (scenarios 3 and 5) show similar increases in treatment volume (m3) with
the exception of the minimum values, where more variability exists. The response of treatment volume
to accommodate soil loss reflects the input parameter changes. The increase in treatment volume for
soil loss (scenario 3) can be attributed to reduced runoff in reponse to a lower permeability factor.
Considering the variability compared to scenario 1, the percentage of catchment area required to
provide treatment in the form of settlement ponds, further emphasizes how important it is to represent
site-specific conditions to avoid inaccuracies in capacity estimations. However, it should be noted
that values presented exceed the required 1.5% of catchment area to accommodate settlement ponds
as suggested [5]. This is based on the assumed depth of 1 m used in the case-study application.
It is evident from the results presented in Table 5 that applying preventative stabilization measures
(scenario 6) can result in relatively large reductions in treatment volume and the area within drainage
catchments to accommodate treatment.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was achieved through the development of a methodological framework to
estimate the capacity of construction drainage to provide the volume to accommodate runoff and soil
loss on an upcoming highway construction project.

The potential to apply RUSLE in the context of roads has previously been questioned [42].
Two reported areas of potential weakness in their application of the RUSLE on forest road plots include
RUSLE developed for natural soils, and the scale of application in the study was smaller than RUSLE
was originally intended for. When considering highway construction projects, topsoil is stripped and
stored for re-application ahead of re-vegetation. Subsoils are then handled and relocated to form
embanked fill areas. These fill areas can include fill materials from different source locations, all of
which can have different characteristics and would be expected to have low organic matter content
when compared with natural soils in an agricultural setting. Based on this, the robustness of RUSLE in
a highway construction environment may be limited without refining how it is applied. However,
through the scheme development process prior to construction, there can be several site visits for
Ground Investigation surveys, which provides an opportunity to ground truth data to improve the
robustness of the approach by providing more accurate input parameters.

Depending upon the design of the road, relatively discrete elevation changes due to cutting and
embankment formations would lead to temporary drainage catchments with complex topographical
features, which would need to be represented in the LS factor to estimate soil loss. The methodological
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framework includes the mean LS factor derived from an algorithm [31], using GIS software that uses
pre-construction elevation data, which represents the land surface profile prior to construction activities
commencing. Although this approach provides an indication of potential soil loss following site
clearance, it does not reflect the topographical changes that would develop as construction progresses
and slopes are formed. To resolve this issue, the model would need to consider each pre-constructed
slope feature separately, which would be further removed from the original field application that
RUSLE was intended for [42]. Alternatively, it may be possible to create a DTM using proposed design
elevations that are developed during the highway design process rather than existing ground levels.
This could potentially improve the accuracy of the model as previous studies [22] found that slope
gradient was a significant factor affecting sediment yield from a cut slope.

A source of uncertainty also exists in deriving the input parameters used in the methodological
framework. A broad range of K factors from 0.2 (gravelly sand) to 0.6 for silty clay are provided
in [1]. The selected K factor (0.42), is based on a silty loam soil with 2% organic matter content [40].
K factors for silty loam soils range from 0.43–0.64, with 0.64 being attributed to a range of soils with a
silty loam texture of lacustrine or stream terrace deposit origins. This could be a better representation
of soils on site based on the superficial deposits underlying the site, which consist of alluvium and
glaciofluvial deposits. When applying the K factor in a construction setting, it is important to consider
those activities on site which could affect the selection of the most appropriate K factor(s). For example,
the K factors [1] provide representative K factors for topsoil, which, when applied to a highway
construction setting, will not necessarily correspond to the exposed surface after topsoil stripping.
It was reported that exposed subsoils can be considerably different from the topsoil, which could
lead to under-representation of erodibility if topsoil-derived K factor(s) are applied [20]. The K factor
includes multiple parameters, including Particle Size Distribution (PSD). Ground investigation data
collected during various stages leading up to highway construction, could prove beneficial for future
applications of the methodological framework by providing representative PSD data from underlying
soil profile layers. This could improve the robustness of the methodology by adding site-specific
parameters. Furthermore, the authors suggest that this approach can be applied to cuttings to assess
how soil erosion can vary depending upon cut depth. K factors relating to cuttings could also in
theory be used to estimate erosion from embankments that are formed from material excavated from
cut areas. However, due to re-working and subsequent compaction to meet engineered slope design
specifications, it is doubtful that the fill material will retain its original in situ characteristics.

An additional potential benefit of utilizing ground investigation data is its application to refine
the sizing of the temporary settlement ponds. Currently, the approach does not consider the retention
time that would be required to facilitate settlement of suspended materials. Since the retention time
required to achieve settlement is dependent on particle size and settlement velocity [1], PSD data
obtained during ground investigations could be used to provide a site-specific approach for settlement
pond design. Applying this approach could further improve the robustness of the methodological
framework, as currently settlement rate is not considered.

An additional assumption includes the universal application of the annual average R factor
(Table 1). Published annual R factor values [26] for the site location exceed 200, which is considerably
higher than the selected input factor, which could result in soil loss underestimation. In addition,
the universal application does not account for the seasonal variations reported which include R values
below 40 for spring and up to 160 for autumn months [26]. Based on this, due to the dynamic nature of
construction activities, applying an annual R factor does not necessarily reflect the time period where
construction activities would be underway and applying seasonal values may prove more accurate.
To reduce any bias from manipulating the annual estimated soil loss. It has been highlighted that the
reliance on sediment controls including settlement ponds or treatment solutions can be reduced through
the implementation of preventative erosion control [5]. These can include woodchips, coir matting
and seeding, which have all be shown to have potentially significant benefits in reducing soil loss
which is evident from the sensitivity analysis (Table 4; Table 5). Given the proportion of treatment
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volume required to accommodate soil loss and the percentage of catchment areas required to provide
treatment (Table 5), there is scope to reduce losses, through the application of erosion control measures.
As previously mentioned, C and P factors were not included at this stage, however, incorporating these
factors provides a valuable opportunity to add further accuracy in the RUSLE application through
the representation on on-site practices. As shown in [4], the management practice used can either
reduce, or increase soil loss. A P factor of 1.2 (20% soil loss increase) should be applied to compact
slope areas that have been smoothed across the slope by machinery would be a better representation
of on-site conditions in these areas, which could include filled embankments. Similar to the RUSLE
application [4,21], incorporating C factors would allow designers to identify what cover practices
should be adopted to reduce soil loss. For example, the application of woodchips (C = 0.08) [4] can
reduce soil loss by approximately 90%. Biodegradable textiles (coir matting), can result in 80–90%
reduction in soil loss on slopes > 15% [7], which reflect representative highway construction engineered
slopes with gradients 1:2.5 and 1:3 (40% and 33%, respectively). The effectiveness of re-vegetation,
either temporary seeding or permanent, is dependent upon the stage of development. For example,
soil loss after seedbed preparation may be negligible; however, as the vegetation crop matures and the
crop canopy increases, soil loss may be reduced by approximately 95% [4]. Therefore, adopting this
approach would prove to be most beneficial if seeding (temporary or permanent) was undertaken
soon after final construction had ceased in an area, or if exposed areas would be left dormant for a
period of time before construction continues [7]. Little or no soil loss reduction can be expected after
initial seed bed preparation, with soil loss reductions nearing 95% as the cover crop matures [4].

An important consideration when estimating the size of construction drainage features is the
calculation of runoff volume. Temporary drainage features will need to accommodate the volume of
water and it is therefore necessary to design to a specific rainfall event. The application of a single
rainfall depth (Table 1) to the study site was deemed appropriate as any variations in depths are likely
to be relatively minimal, given the relatively small geographic extent of the highway construction
project. As catchment area and runoff volume were positively correlated (Figure 4a), variations in
rainfall depth would have a direct impact on the treatment volume required within each drainage
catchment, which would impact the land area required to provide the treatment presented in Table 2,
which may be over- or underestimated.

The Rational Method [35,36] has known weaknesses in determining the runoff or permeability
coefficient, which changes depending upon storm duration and the conservative estimation of runoff.
It could be argued that for the purposes of this study, a conservative estimation provides a level
of security by preventing the underestimation of runoff volume, which is used to size construction
drainage. However, it is recommended that alternative methods are considered when applied to rural
areas [38].

5. Conclusions

The methodological framework provides temporary drainage designers with a useful tool to
estimate the size of construction drainage to ensure that sufficient land is available to accommodate
construction drainage features. However, this study has highlighted where improvements could be
made to increase the robustness of the modelling approach used. The framework incorporates the
RULSE, which was originally developed for application on natural soils in an agricultural setting
and uses assumed input parameters to represent site-specific conditions. The use of assumed input
parameters adds an element of uncertainty to the model outputs, which could be improved by
incorporating site-specific data that would provide a more accurate representation of the subsoils
exposed during construction. Furthermore, the LS factor that has been applied to each temporary
drainage catchment is based on existing topography and therefore does not account for any ground
profile changes during construction. During highway construction, the creation of engineered slopes
(cuttings and embankments) are created, which, if left exposed, are prone to water erosion. If slope
features were included in the model, this could identify areas where additional controls could be
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deployed to protect the receiving environment. A universal rainfall depth has been applied to the study
area to estimate runoff volume. Given the relatively constrained geographic reach of the construction
project, it would be unlikely that any discrete rainfall depth variations would be encountered. However,
to reduce any uncertainty that this approach brings, rainfall depths could be obtained from various
other locations along the study area extent. The sensitivity analysis has shown the potential benefits that
can be achieved through the implementation of effective erosion control. As the industry relies heavily
on the use of temporary settlement ponds, which can have limited effectiveness, effective erosion
control could reduce soil loss and help protect the water environment.
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